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The institutional setting of mineral management on Federal land—that
is, the division of authority horizontally among the Federal agencies and ver-
tically between the Federal and State governments—is as critical as the
substantive content of the laws.

The division of authority among the Federal agencies has been based on
a questionable distinction between “mineral” or “economic” aspects and
“nonmineral” or “land management” aspects of natural resource manage-
ment, with adverse effects on efficient, integrated management of Federal re-
sources.

The States have considerable authority under the Federal mineral laws to
regulate and tax private mineral activities on Federal land. Except for the
States’ anachronistic authority over tenure requirements under the Mining
Law, the present structure of Federal and State regulatory authority seems to
be working fairly well, although continued improvements in coordination
would be helpful. Current methods and levels of State taxation, however, may
cause waste of Federal mineral and nonmineral resources.

State mineral taxes can and apparently do provide enough revenue to
cope with the adverse socioeconomic impacts of mineral activities. The prob-
lem is timely distribution of a State’s revenues to its impacted communities.
Federal mineral revenues provided to the producing States are not needed
and so far have not been used to cope with adverse socioeconomic impacts
and, therefore, subsidize the general spending programs of these States.

A. Federal Interagency Coordination

1. Agency Responsibilities Prior to Enactment of
the Department of Energy Organization Act

All minerals in Federal land, except uranium leased on certain types of land by
the Department of Energy and common-variety minerals (sand, gravel, etc.) sold by the
Department of Agriculture on land under its jurisdiction, are disposed of under laws
administered by the Department of the Interior.
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The Secretary of the Interior’s authority under the Mining Law generally is
limited to determining whether valuable mineral deposits have been discovered by a
mining claimant and to requiring limited mitigation of the mineral activity’s impact on
nonmineral resources before a patent is issued. The authority to require limited miti-
gation of impact on nonmineral resources is shared with the Secretary of Agriculture
for national forest land. No coordination problems have yet arisen, since only the Sec-
retary of Agriculture has actually issued regulations requiring mitigating measures to
be undertaken. ’

For minerals subject to disposal under the mineral leasing laws, the Secretary of
the Interior has broad authority to establish procedures for mineral lease acquisition,
approve or disapprove lease applications, insert lease conditions, require diligent ex-
ploration and development, set rentals and royalties, approve or disapprove mining
plans, and generally take whatever actions he deems necessary to promote efficient
and competitive mineral operations that take into account optimum use of all mineral
and nonmineral resources on Federal (and non-Federal) land. The Secretary’s author-
ity has been delegated to and is split between two Interior agencies: the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). (The new Office of
Surface Mining has been given responsibility for supervising reclamation of the sur-
face impacts of coal mining on Federal lands.)

The current division of responsibilities between BLM and USGS for mineral leas-
ing on onshore Federal land is specified in Secretarial Order No. 2948.2 Generally, the
order makes BLM responsible for (a) deciding whether mineral leases will be issued
and (b) formulating lease requirements for nonmineral resource protection and rec-
lamation, It makes USGS responsible for (c) formulating lease requirements for diligent
mineral activities and payments for mineral value and (d) supervising and inspecting
mineral operations under a lease.

More specifically, BLM is responsible for processing lease applications, formulat-
ing lease requirements for nonmineral resource protection and reclamation, issuing
leases or disapproving lease applications, handling and recording lease transactions,
approving or disapproving surface uses outside the actual operating area defined in
an exploration or mining plan, collecting rentals, and conducting inspections to ensure
compliance with nonmineral resource protection requirements outside the operating
area.

USGS, on the other hand, is responsible for identifying and classifying known min-
eral areas, evaluating specific mineral resources prior to lease issuance, providing
geologic, engineering, economic, and other technical mineral resource expertise to
BLM, formulating engineering and economic lease requirements (rentals, royalties,
bonds, unit values, parceling, diligent development, conservation, minimum produc-
tion, and all other operating requirements), collecting royalties, supervising mineral
operations, approving or disapproving exploration and mining plans in the leased
area, conducting inspections to ensure compliance with all (mineral and nonmineral)
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lease requirements in the operating area, and ordering remedial action or referring
leases to BLM for cancellation because of noncompliance with lease requirements.

In sum, BLM is primarily responsible for the multiple-use land management as-
pects of mineral leasing, while USGS is primarily responsible for the technical mineral
operation aspects, Thus, BLM has the responsibility for approving leases and USGS
has the responsibility for approving exploration and mining plans under leases, but
neither agency can grant an approval that is inconsistent with the recommendations of
the other agency in the other agency’s primary area of responsibility. Disagreements
are resolved by the Assistant Secretaries responsible for each agency, or, if the Assist-
ant Secretaries should disagree, by the Under Secretary.

One apparent flaw in the Secretarial order is the complete removal of BLM from
the supervision and inspection of the mineral operation’s effects on nonrnineral re-
sources after a lease has been issued. BLM, not USGS, is the agency with the nonmin-
eral resource expertise, but USGS is given sole authority for supervising mineral oper-
ations and conducting inspections to assure compliance with all mineral and nonminer-
UI lease requirements in the operating area.

A less obvious flaw in the Secretarial order is the questionable distinction it
draws between the mineral resource aspects of mineral leasing, which are made the
sole responsibility of USGS, and the multiple-use land management aspects, which are
made the sole responsibility of BLM, at least prior to issuance of a lease (see the previ-
ous paragraph), As is discussed in chapter 4,] many of the “mineral engineering and
economics” terms and conditions of a mineral lease (payment, diligent exploration and
development, mineral conservation, minimum production, continuous production, and
other performance requirements and incentives), if improperly specified, can result in
substantial unnecessary damage to nonmineral resources and prevention or disrup-
tion of nonmineral resource planning, development, and management.

In practice, USGS and BLM have overcome these flaws by blurring the sharp
distinctions made in the Secretarial order, at least when the land being leased is under
the jurisdiction of BLM rather than some other surface management agency (e.g., the
Forest Service). Working agreements entered into by the two agencies generally main-
tain the specified division of expertise, but recognize that each agency’s expertise is in-
sufficient to carry out its designated functions. The agencies pool their expertise to
draw up lease terms and conditions (e.g., rentals, royalties, bonds, diligence require-
ments, and environmental protection and reclamation conditions), evaluate resources
and select tracts for leasing, review operating plans, and conduct lease inspections. 4

USGS’s responsibilities under the Federal mineral laws are handled by a distinct
division, the Conservation Division, whose only other responsibility is the identification
and classification of water powersites. BLM’s mineral responsibilities, on the other
hand, although focused in its Division of Minerals Management, necessarily draw
upon the full expertise of the agency in land and resources management. Both the
USGS Conservation Division and BLM administer the leasing of phosphate, potash,
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sulfur, sodium, geothermal steam, and the fossil fuel minerals on public domain land
and the leasing of all minerals on acquired land. BLM is solely responsible for ad-
ministering claims to nonleasable minerals under the Mining Law on public domain
land.’

The national offices of the USGS Conservation Division and BLM provicie overall
policy and guidance for the administration of mineral activities on Federal land. The
actual detailed administration of individual leases, however, including tract selection,
rentals, royalties, bonds, formulation of lease terms and conditions, issuance of leases,
approval of operating plans, and supervision and inspection of operations, is handled
by field offices of the two agencies scattered throughout the United States. Only the
field offices have the detailed knowledge of mineral and nonmineral resources in an
area necessary for responsible decisions on whether to lease and under what condi-
tions.

BLM has 11 State offices and 56 district offices in the 11  contiguous Western
States and Alaska, which contain 93 percent of the onshore Federal land, and an East-
ern States’ office with two satellite offices. These State and district offices are respon-
sible for the management of all mineral and nonmineral resources on 470 million acres
of BLM land, which constitute about 62 percent of the total onshore Federal landhold-
ings, and for the management of the mineral resources only on the 290 million acres of
onshore Federal land controlled by other Federal agencies and the 63 million acres of
non-Federal onshore land for which the Federal Government has reserved all or some
mineral rights.

The USGS Conservation Division has 3 regional offices, 6 Area Oil and Gas Super-
visor offices with 13 subsidiary district offices, 6 Area Mining Supervisor offices with
7 subsidiary district offices, 7 Area Geologist offices with 6 subsidiary district offices,
an Area Geothermal Supervisor office with 3 subsidiary district offices, and an Area
Oil Shale Supervisor office with no subsidiary district offices. The Area Supervisor
and Geologist offices, with their subsidiary district offices, work with the BLM State
and district offices to gather mineral resource data and manage mineral activities on
all 760 million acres of Federal onshore land and the 63 million acres of non-Federal
onshore land for which the Federal Government has reserved all or some mineral
rights.

The area and district offices of the Area Oil and Gas, Geothermal, and Oil Shale
Supervisors have responsibility for management of onshore oil and gas, geothermal
steam, and oil shale, respectively. The area and district offices of the Area Mining
Supervisors have responsibility for the management of all other onshore leasable min-
erals: coal, phosphate, potash, sodium, and sulfur on public domain land and all miner-
als (other than oil, gas, geothermal steam, and oil shale) on acquired land, The area
and district offices of the Area Geologists provide geologic expertise for management
of all onshore minerals.
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For the 290 million acres of onshore Federal land under the surface management
of an agency other than BLM, BLM’s and USGS’s mineral management activities are
coordinated at the field level with the surface management activities of those agencies.
The largest Federal land management agency other than BLM is the Forest Service,
which manages 187 million acres of national forests and grasslands, or about 25 per-
cent of the total onshore Federal landholdings. Other major Federal land management
agencies include the Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Park Service, and the
Bureau of Reclamation in the Department of the Interior (over 63 million acres total):
the Armed Services, including the Corps of Engineers, in the Department of Defense
(almost 31 million acres total): the Department of Energy (over 2 million acres, on
which it conducts a uranium leasing program); and the Tennessee Valley Authority
(almost 1 million acres).”

When a Federal agency other than BLM has jurisdiction over the surface of land
to be leased for mineral activity, BLM ordinarily will issue the lease only with the con-
sent of that agency and subject to nonmineral resource-related conditions it specifies.
This deference to the surface management agency is founded on sound principles of
multiple-use land management, As President Ford stated in one of his last reports to
Congress: “It is not reasonable to assign land management responsibility to one de-
partment and, at the same time, empower another department to arrange and manage
leases for one particular and major form of utilizing those assets.”” However, perhaps
because of oversight,” an express requirement of consent by the surface management
agency to issuance of leases for land under its jurisdiction was not included in the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, Such a requirement has been included in all major revi-
sions of or additions to the mineral leasing laws since 1940, Thus, a lease may be
issued only with the consent of the surface management agency, and subject to such
conditions as it may require to ensure adequate utilization of the land for the purposes
for which it was acquired or is being administered, if the lease is on acquired (rather
than public domain) land, if it is on land withdrawn or reserved for military use, if it is
for geothermal steam in land under the surface jurisdiction of the Department of Agri-
culture or in land subject to an application for a Federal Energy Resources Commission
permit or license, or if it is for coal in any Federal land.’

There is no obvious reason for preserving the distinction between those instances
in which consent by the surface management agency is required and those in which it
is not. The distinction can be explained only by reference to the history of the Federal
mineral laws. As President Ford stated, the land management agency should have the
power to veto mineral leases that will be detrimental to overall mineral and non-
mineral resource management. Thus, the requirement of consent by the surface man-
agement agency should be extended to all mineral leases, together with the authority
of the surface management agency to insert provisions in the lease to ensure proper
balancing of mineral and nonmineral resource values and uses,
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There are strong reasons for not only giving the surface management agency veto
authority over mineral leasing, but also entrusting it with all or most of the mineral
leasing function for land under its jurisdiction. First of all, responsibility for mineral
leasing decisions would be clearly placed in one spot, rather than being split between
BLM and the surface management agency, as occurs now. Controversial decisions,
such as those related to the preference-right phosphate lease applications in the Los
Padres and Osceola National Forests, could not be passed back and forth between the
agencies, with each hoping the other would make the difficult decision. Second, the re-
sponsibility would be placed with the agency most familiar with the status of the land,
the geology of and mineral activity on and around specific tracts, the legal restrictions
(such as water power, watershed, or wildlife protections mandated by law) affecting
the availability of mineral resources from those tracts, and the relative value of
mineral and nonmineral resources on those tracts. Tract selection and evaluation for
mineral leasing purposes could be based from the start on multiple-use evaluation and
planning, which is the critical concern with, for example, the vast known deposits of
Federal coal and oil shale, thereby avoiding wasted time and effort on tracts that will
be vetoed by the surface management agency if initial selection is left to another agen-
cy, Third, if the surface management agency is given jurisdiction over the mineral re-
sources as well as the nonmineral resources, it will have an incentive, now lacking, to
give due weight to mineral resources in its resource inventory, management, and plan-
ning programs. Fourth, only such joint jurisdiction over mineral and nonmineral re-
sources in a tract can assure the integrated total-resource perspective mandated by
Congress in recent enactments such as the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970, the Federal
Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976, and the Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976.

An objection may be raised that the surface management agencies do not have
sufficent mineral expertise to accept responsibility for mineral leasing on their own
land. But neither does BLM, which is now responsible for all mineral leasing. BLM re-
lies on USGS for mineral resource evaluations and recommendations on mineral-re-
lated lease provisions. USGS could just as easily provide the evaluations and recom-
mendations to the surface management agency.

There may also be an objection that the dispersion of mineral leasing authority to
each surface management agency would prevent formulation of comprehensive miner-
al resource development programs, adoption of uniform procedures, and collection of
comprehensive data on Federal mineral resources. But the data have always been in
the local offices of the surface management agencies or have been collected by USGS
and the U.S. Bureau of Mines rather than BLM, USGS could serve as the central re-
pository of mineral resource and development information. It could also encourage uni-
formity through its mineral tract evaluations and recommendations on specific lease
provisions, and an interagency committee chaired by USGS could draft standard forms
and publish handbooks and other materials to share information and promote uniform-
it y.

Comprehensive mineral resource development programs are difficult to imple-
ment no matter who has responsibility for mineral leasing, particularly when, as is
currently the case, each surface management agency has the express or de facto au-
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thority to veto tracts selected for mineral leasing. Yet, removal of this veto authority
could severely undermine multiple-use land management.

Moreover, if comprehensive mineral resource development programs for Federal
land are to be meaningful, they must be based on realistic assessments of mineral
resource potential and availability on Federal land, and they must be implemented
through explicit linkages to land management and mineral research plans and pro-
grams. Only the surface management agencies, assisted by USGS, are in a position to
assess the availability of mineral resources on Federal land in the light of geology,
laws, administrative requirements, relative resource values, and so forth; and only
they are in a position to implement development programs through the ongoing land
management process.

Finally, comprehensive mineral resource development programs can be devised
and implemented without divorcing the mineral leasing function from the land manage-
ment process of which it is an integral part. A useful model is the resource assessment
and long-range planning program mandated for renewable natural resources (for ex-
ample, forest and range) by the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning
Act of 1974, as amended. 10 The Act directs the Secretary of Agriculture to develop a
long-range program for the Nation’s renewable resources that will assure an adequate
supply of such resources in the future while maintaining the integrity and quality of
the environment, The Act specifically required an immediate assessment of the Na-
tion’s renewable resource situation and a recommended plan of action based on that
assessment, followed by revised assessments every decade and revised plans every
half-decade. The recommended plans are to be chosen from a set of alternatives en-
compassing the range of choices that could be made. The consequences of various
courses of action, as well as the costs of implementing each alternative, must be de-
scribed. Evaluation of the potential effect of proposed actions on the environment is an
integral part of the planning process.

The assessments and plans are the responsibility of the Forest Service, and the
plans provide national direction for all three arms of the Forest Service organization:
the National Forest System, which administers the federally owned national forests
and grasslands: State and Private Forestry, which assists and cooperates with manag-
ers of State and privately owned forest and related land; and Research, which finds
improved ways to manage timber and forest rangelands.

The renewable resource assessment is based on aggregate data compiled by the
Forest Service and other Federal agencies from various sources. It forms the basis for
tentative policies, objectives, and goals for each arm of the Forest Service, and in par-
ticular for tentative renewable resources production goals for the National Forest Sys-
tem. These tentative goals are passed down through the regional, area, forest, and
district offices of the System, where they are disaggregated and revised into succes-
sively more detailed objectives based on access to more detailed data on land resource
status and capabilities and multiple-use considerations contained in local land man-
agement plans. Program proposals are formulated at the district level, where the most
information is available, and percolate back up through the system until they are final-
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ly combined into a national program. Program actions and funding levels in the nation-
al program, once approved, are divided into allocations to the various districts.

The formulation and implementation of realistic mineral production goals for Fed-
eral land, if this were desired, would require a similar procedure. Tentative targets es-
tablished by USGS or some more broadly scoped mineral policy agency, based on a na-
tional mineral supply-and-demand assessment and a plan for research, development,
and production, would be a statutorily mandated part of the national direction for all
Federal land management programs. Each Federal land management agency would be
required to produce a recommended leasing program within a specified period of time
(for example, 1 year) to meet its allocated portion of national mineral production. The
recommended leasing program would contain explicit leasing schedules and acreages,
broken down to the district level, and would be based on a discussion of alternatives
and the fiscal, environmental, resource conservation, socioeconomic, and other conse-
quences of each alternative. Should a recommended program deviate from the tenta-
tive targets established by the Mineral Policy Agency and be unacceptable to that
agency, the President would make the final decision.

This procedure would permit establishment of a comprehensive mineral leasing
program and would provide an effective mechanism for implementation of the pro-
gram. At the same time, it would assure leasing schedules that were realistically based
on detailed on-the-ground data and expertise and were consistent with balanced land
management for optimum mineral and nonmineral resource use. Thus, realistic com-
prehensive mineral leasing programs may not only allow but also require the mineral
leasing function to be integrated into the land management process of each surface
management agency.

There is some question, however, whether “comprehensive mineral leasing pro-
grams” make sense. Unlike the renewable resources, the location of almost all mineral
resources is unknown, so that the allocation of “leasing targets” is speculative. Even
for those minerals, such as onshore coal and oil shale, which are known to exist in
large quantities in certain areas, leasing does not automatically guarantee production.
Consequently, leasing targets based on production goals are often no more than guess-
work.

For all mineral leases, no matter which Federal agency has jurisdiction over the
surface, USGS now has the primary and, in some instances, the sole responsibility for
inspecting mineral operations under the lease and enforcing compliance with the lease
terms and conditions, including terms and conditions inserted at the request of the sur-
face management agency. (Surface impacts of coal-mining operations are the responsi-
bility of the new Office of Surface Mining in the Department of the Interior.) It is not at
all clear that USGS should have this responsibility. 11 One of the basic missions of USGS
is the investigation, identification, and encouragement of development of the mineral
resources of the United States. The agency responsible for inspecting mineral opera-
tions and enforcing compliance with laws, regulations, and lease terms designed to
protect the Government’s interest in its mineral and nonmineral resources probably
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should not also be primarily responsible for furthering mineral investigation and devel-
opment. Yet that is the position USGS is placed in, Similar conflicts in the recent past
have led to removal of mine health and safety responsibility from the U.S. Bureau of
Mines to the Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration (and most recently to the
Mine Safety and Health Administration in the Department of Labor) and transfer of
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission’s responsibilities for development and regulation
of nuclear power to two separate agencies, one (the Department of Energy) responsible
for development and the other (the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) responsible for
regulation.

It seems that the surface management agency, which has responsibility for the
nonmineral resources on the leased tract, should have at least joint, if not sole, respon-
sibility for inspecting operations under the lease and enforcing lease terms, As was
noted above, BLM has joint responsibility with USGS for land under BLM’s jurisdic-
tion, despite the provisions of Secretarial Order No. 2948.

2. The Effect of the Department of Energy Organization Act

The Department of Energy Organization Act, enacted in 1977, transferred certain
aspects of onshore energy mineral leasing from the Department of the Interior to the
new Department of Energy. The transfer is likely to create serious coordination prob-
lems and disrupt the trend toward integrated total-resource management, with only
minimal, if any, contribution to the primary functions of the Department of Energy.

Subsection 302(b) of the Act transfers to and vests in the Secretary of Energy the
functions of the Secretary of the Interior to promulgate regulations under the Federal
mineral

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

leasing laws and the Energy Policy and Conservation Act that relate to the—
fostering of competition for Federal leases (including, but not limited to, prohi-
bition on bidding for development right by certain types of joint ventures):
implementation of alternative bidding systems authorized for the award of
Federal leases;
establishment of diligence requirements for operations conducted on Federal
leases (including, but not limited to, procedures relating to the granting or or-
dering by the Secretary of the Interior of suspension of operations or produc-
tion as they relate to such requirements);
setting rates of production for Federal leases; and
specifying the procedures, terms, and conditions for the acquisition and dis-
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any term or condition of such lease that relates to any matter with respect to which the
Secretary of Energy has authority to promulgate regulations under subsection 302(b),
and no such term or condition may be included in such a lease if it is disapproved by
the Secretary of Energy.]’

A “Federal lease” is defined as referring only to leases of oil, gas, coal, oil shale,
tar sands, and geothermal resources16— that is, only the leasable energy minerals (ex-
cept for uranium, which is leasable on acquired land and certain limited categories of
public domain land).

The net effect is that the Secretary of Energy may dictate the terms and conditions
of any Federal energy mineral lease as long as they relate to “competition” or “dili-
gence” or other equally vague words, even though subsection 303(a) of the Act de-
clares:

The Secretary of the Interior shall retain any authorities not transferred under
section 302(b) of this Act and shall be solely responsible for the issuance and supervi-
sion of Federal leases and the enforcement of all regulations applicable to the leasing
of mineral resources, including but not limited to lease terms and conditions and pro-
duction rates. No regulation by the Secretary [of Energy] shall restrict or limit any
authority retained by the Secretary of the Interior under section 302(b) of this Act
with respect to the issuance or supervision of Federal leases. 17

Moreover, unlike the Secretary of Energy’s veto over lease terms and conditions
drafted by the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of the Interior is allowed only to
‘‘comment” on the content and effect of regulations drafted by the Secretary of
Energy. 18

The transfer of authority to prescribe regulations relating to acquisition and dis-
posal of Federal royalties taken in kind does not raise any apparent problems for con-
tinuing judicious land management by the Secretary of the Interior.

However, the other transfers could seriously affect the Secretary of the Interior’s
land management responsibilities, Although the transferred functions were presented
by the administration as economic aspects of energy mineral leasing, distinct from the
land management aspects, their exercise can have substantial adverse effects on non-
mineral resource values.

The choice of a bidding system involves, among other things, a choice of using
either the level of royalties (per-unit payments on the gross amount or value of produc-
tion), the amount of the bonus (a lump-sum payment not tied to production), the profit
share, or some other variable as the bidding element. The selection of the appropriate
bidding system is important for the proper balancing of competition, diligence incen-
tives, and so forth, which are legitimate concerns of the Department of Energy. But, as
is discussed in detail in section E of chapter 4, the bidding system and its results can
also greatly affect conservation of the mineral and nonmineral resources on Federal
land, which is a major concern of the Secretary of the Interior. For example. royalty
payments are a continuing per-unit overhead cost of mineral production that can be
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absorbed only by the higher grade deposits in a lease. The higher the royalty, the
higher the cutoff grade for production, and therefore the higher the amount of mineral
left in the ground, even though all or some of that mineral could have been mined at a
lower royalty rate. This part of the problem, it may be hoped, would be taken into ac-
count by the Department of Energy. However, there is another part of the problem that
might be overlooked. The fact that more mineral is left in the ground means that either
a greater amount of land must be mined (and disturbed) for a given quantity of mineral
production or the same tract of land must be disturbed more than once (for example,
under a subsequent lease at a lower royalty rate).

As is discussed in detail in subsection F(4) of chapter 4, mandatory production
rates, continuous production requirements, rentals, work requirements, time limits,
and other diligence requirements can have similar effects.

Production rate requirements that are based on or encourage overly rapid pro-
duction, or development of only the most profitable energy mineral deposits (which is a
serious potential problem with respect to each energy mineral resource), can result in
leaving behind less profitable but nonetheless economically recoverable energy and
associated nonenergy mineral deposits. Thus, once more either additional land must be
mined or the same tract must he mined twice to achieve a given quantity of energy and
nonenergy mineral production. In either case, needless damage is inflicted on the land
resource. If more land is mined rather than mining the same tract twice, as will often
happen because of the lower quality of the unmined mineral, then minerals (both
energy and nonenergy) that could have been recovered will never be produced. The
Secretary of Energy will be responsible only for the energy mineral recovery. The Sec-
retary of the Interior must be concerned about the adverse effects on the land and on
nonenergy mineral recovery, both of which remain his responsibility.

Rentals combine diligence and land use payment features. Rentals that are de-
signed only to ensure diligence and do not charge for the temporary or permanent loss
of nonmineral resource values caused by the mineral activity result in underpricing of
the mineral in relation to the true total costs of its production and therefore encourage
both overproduction of the mineral and excessive damage to nonmineral values.

Overly stringent diligence or minimum production requirements can force exces-
sive mining activity and thus increase the damage to nonmineral resources, including
the local socioeconomic fabric in sparsely populated regions. On the other hand, inade-
quate diligence or rental requirements permit large amounts of land to be held for min-
eral speculation, thereby increasing nonproductive lease transaction and management
costs, disrupting long-range planning of nonmineral land uses, and discouraging in-
vestment in nonmineral resource activities on the leased land.

Clearly, the transferred functions are not merely economic aspects of leasing,
distinct from overall resource and land management. The formal distinction drawn be-
tween eocnomic and land management issues does not exist in practice. As was shown
in subsection A(I), the effort to draw a similar distinction in defining the respective re-
sponsibilities of USGS and BLM in the Department of the Interior, under Secretarial
Order No. 2948, has not worked and has led to adoption of working agreements pro-
viding for joint responsibility.
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The adoption of the distinction in the Department of Energy Organization Act is
the consequence of historical circumstance. The outgoing Ford administration recog-
nized the inseparability of all aspects of mineral leasing from proper land manage-
ment. Its report to Congress on the organization of Federal energy functions stated:
“Energy leasing and lease management functions of the Bureau of Land Management
and U.S. Geological Survey are inherent in the responsibility for managing, preserving,
and appropriately utilizing the [Federal] lands.”] ’ The Department of Energy Act pro-
posed by the Ford administration did not transfer any energy mineral leasing function
to the Department of Energy.20

However, incoming officials of the Department of the Interior under the new
Carter administration, unfamiliar with the complex details of mineral leasing, ac-
cepted the questionable distinction between the economic and the land management
aspects of mineral leasing, and they therefore agreed to the transfer of the economic
aspects to the new Department of Energy. Hearing no complaint from the Department
of the Interior, Congress enacted the transfer. (Some other, more obvious potential in-
cursions on the Secretary of the Interior’s land management responsibilities were
modified or eliminated. ]

The transfer inserts the Secretary of Energy into the middle of the energy mineral
leasing process, The Secretary is necessarily an energy advocate. He can be expected
to formulate regulations and to veto lease terms from the perspective of increased
energy production rather than on the basis of total impact on energy mineral, nonen-
ergy mineral, and nonmineral resources,21 even though the functions transferred to
him can and do have substantial impact on all three types of resources.

The transfer runs counter to the trend of recent legislation, such as the Geother-
mal Steam Act of 1970, the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1976, and the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, which adopt a total resource per-
spective in the management of Federal land and its minerals. ’z The Secretary of Energy
is not given similar authority with respect to production of water power from Bureau
of Reclamation dams, which serve multiple-use purposes and whose water is con-
trolled for various energy and nonenergy purposes based on multiple-use consider-
ations.

Moreover, the broad wording of the transfer will almost surely create coordina-
tion problems between the Department of Energy and the Department of the Interior.
Many lease terms and conditions, such as rentals or bonds, are primarily useful for
land management purposes but also intentionally or unintentionally may have effects
on diligence or competition. 23 Can the Secretary of Energy control all such lease terms
and conditions? What lease term does not affect diligence or competition? The debate
over respective jurisdictions is likely to cause considerable delays and even stalemates
in energy mineral leasing.

The transfer also creates strange allocations of responsibility in certain situa-
tions, The Secretary of the Interior is left with a meaningless role with respect to ener-
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gy mineral leasing on land under the surface jurisdiction of a non-Interior agency. As
was noted in subsection A(I), when an agency other than BLM has jurisdiction over the
surface of the land to be leased, BLM ordinarily will issue the lease only with the con-
sent of, and subject to surface protection conditions specified by, that agency. The con-
sent must be obtained and the conditions must be included if the mineral lease is on ac-
quired land or land withdrawn or reserved for military purposes, or if it is for geother-
mal steam or coal. Thus, the non-Interior agency controls the surface aspects, and the
Secretary of Energy controls the mineral aspects of the lease, leaving BLM with only
the paperwork. On nonmilitary public domain land, on the other hand, BLM can over-
ride the surface management agency with respect to surface stipulations for noncoal
and nongeothermal energy mineral leases, even though it has no interest in the surface
or the energy minerals (the latter being controlled by the Department of Energy).

Finally, there appears to be no strong reason for the transfer, particularly in light
of all the difficulties it causes. The two main problems with energy mineral leasing in
the past have been inadequate supervision of lessees’ mineral activities to ensure dili-
gence and compliance with other lease requirements, and inadequate attention paid to
environmental and other nonmineral resource impacts. 24 Insufficient leasing of energy
minerals has not been the problem. Vast acreages of Federal onshore land are under
lease for coal, oil and gas, and even geothermal steam. ” As the Ford adminstration
stated, “the policies established by the Administration in support of accelerated recov-
ery of energy resources on Federal lands coupled with the longstanding Department [of
the Interior] policy in support of utilization and development of the Federal lands . . .
do create a general bias within the Department toward energy resource develop-
ment. 26 Moreover, the transfer does not address any perceived insufficiency in leas-
ing, because it clearly leaves the decision whether to lease with the Secretary of the In-
terior.

The transfer does not address the problem of inadequate protection of nonmineral
resource values.

The transfer appears to address the problem of inadequate diligence and competi-
tion. However, it is not clear that the Department of Energy, which is an amalgam of
the Federal Energy Administration (FEA), the Energy Research and Development Ad-
ministration (ERDA), and other energy agencies and functions, will be any tougher on
the energy industry than its constituent elements have been in the past.

Even if the Department of Energy should maintain a tough position, the impact on
energy mineral production is likely to be small. Strict diligence requirements will re-
sult in abandonment of leases more often than in increased production, since produc-
tion decisions depend primarily on the market. Any increased production that does re-
sult will often be at the expense of maximum ultimate recovery and conservation of re-
sources. 27

In sum, the energy mineral leasing provisions of the Department of Energy Organi-
zation Act reflect an oversimplified view of the tremendous complexity of land man-
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agement for various mineral and nonmineral resource uses. The split jurisdiction they
established is based on a distinction between economic and land management issues
that does not exist in practice, The split will likely result in serious coordination prob-
lems, with resultant delay, inefficiency, and adverse environmental and socioeconomic
impacts. The authority gained by the Secretary of Energy does not seem all that essen-
tial to the mission of his Department, but it could cause significant land management
problems for the Secretary of the Interior.

The Secretary of Energy’s important interest in general policy issues relating to
energy development on Federal onshore land might be more appropriately addressed
through the Leasing Liaison Committee established by section 210 of the Act.28 As the
Ford administration concluded, involvement in the details of the leasing process seems
both unnecessary and unwise.29

B. State and Local Concerns Regarding Mineral
Activities on Federal Land

1. The Magnitude of the Federal Land Presence in the West

Onshore Federal land is a very significant portion of the total national land base.
In 1975, the Federal Government owned one-third of the Nation’s land, not including
reserved mineral interests in 63 million acres.”) Even after the massive transfer of
about 149 million acres to the State of Alaska and the Alaskan Natives is completed
(only 12 million acres were listed as transferred in 1975),31 more than 27 percent of the
Nation’s land (30 percent if the reserved mineral interests are included) will be owned
by the Federal Government.

Over 90 percent of the Federal onshore land is in the 11 contiguous Western
States and Alaska. The Federal acreage amounted to 64 percent (69 percent including
reserved mineral interests) of the total land in these States in 1975, and it will amount
to 51 percent (56 percent including reserved mineral interests) after the extensive land
transfer in Alaska is completed. The Federal ownership percentage for individual
States is listed in table 6.1 and ranges from 29 percent (30 percent including reserved
mineral interests) in Washington to 87 percent in Nevada. The percentages for total
Federal mineral acreage are actually higher than those listed in table 6.1, since the
data on 7 million acres of mineral interests reserved in these States since 1948 are not
broken down by State and thus could not be included in table 6.1. A similar high per-
centage of Federal ownership exists for coal deposits in western North Dakota, al-
though the percentage of Federal ownership in the State as a whole is less than 16 per-
c e n t .
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State

Table 6.1 .—Federal Land and Mineral Ownership in the Western States

A l a s k a
A r i z o n a
California .,
Colorado. .,
Idaho. .,
Montana .,
Nevada ., .,
N e w  M e x i c o
Oregon .,
U t a h
Washington .,
Wyoming .,

Percentage of land
owned by U.S.

in 1975

96 (59)*
43
45
36
64
30
87
34
53
66
29
48

Percentage in 1975
including mineral Interests

reserved before 1949

96(59)*
47
48
45
67
42
87
45
55
68
30
68

The percentage of land and mineral interests actually owned by the Federal Gov-
ernment in these States, although high, does not indicate the full extent of the Federal
influence over and even control of land use and economic activity in the States.
Although much of the Federal land in the West is in large continuous blocks, a substan-
tial amount of Federal acreage is in “checkerboard” tracts—sections of Federal land
alternating with sections of railroad or State school grant land—or is otherwise inter-
spersed with parcels of private and State land. Figure 2.1  in chapter 2, which depicts
the principal Federal landholdings in 1976, including areas of interspersed ownership
containing at least 25 percent Federal land but not including federally reserved miner-
al interests, gives a more complete picture of the extent to which Federal landholdings
influence life in the Western States.

Given the magnitude of the Federal land presence in the West, it is only natural
that the Western States should be extremely interested in the effects that mineral ac-
tivity on Federal land might have on the physical, social, and economic environment.

2. State and Local Concerns About Direct Physical Impact

The direct impacts of mineral activity on surface resources and the physical envi-
ronment, and the importance of the nonmineral resources on Federal land from both
commercial and noncommercial points of view, are discussed in detail in chapter 5.
Because much of the economy and lifestyle of the Western States depends on the pres-
ervation of their nonmineral natural resources, these States and their citizens have in-
sisted that mineral activity on Federal land be conditioned on restoration of all nonmin-
eral values and on preservation of those nonmineral values not capable of being
restored.

One particularly critical area of State and local concern has been the impact of
mineral activity on the quality and quantity of water, which is scarce and therefore ex-
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tremely valuable in the Western States. Water is required in varying amounts for min-
ing and related energy development activities, and its use for those activities can
substantially reduce the quantity and quality of water available for nonmineral
resource activities. Moreover, some mineral deposits—for example, some coal depos-
its—themselves serve as aquifers, so that mining of the deposits could destroy or
severely damage the existing water collection and recharge system. 34

Another area of State and local concern is the limited protection afforded to
private owners of former Federal land whose ownership is subject to a reservation by
the Federal Government of some or all minerals in the land. Generally, the private sur-
face owner cannot prevent development of the federally reserved minerals and is en-
titled legally only to reimbursement for damages to crops, agricultural improvements,
and the value of the land for grazing purposes.35 Moreover, for minerals subject to the
Mining Law rather than the leasing laws, a mineral explorer may and (because of the
provisions for acquisition of tenure) almost always will enter onto privately owned sur-
face and commence operations without any prior notice to the surface owner or the
Federal Government, Needless to say, conflicts can and sometimes do occur. 36

3. State and Local Concerns About Indirect (Socioeconomic) Impact

In addition to the direct effects on the physical environment, mineral activities on
Federal land can have substantial impacts on State and local economies and ways of
life. These impacts can be both beneficial and adverse.

Mineral activities depend on the existence of an adequate infrastructure of facil-
ities and services to support the mineral operations.37 This infrastructure includes the
transportation network; housing; health services such as hospitals; utilities; retail out-
lets such as grocery stores; and other public and commercial facilities and services re-
quired to support the population of a given geographic area.

When additional mineral activities are undertaken in an area that already has a
substantial population and an extensive infrastructure, the incremental demand on ex-
isting facilities and services may be comparatively small. The additional activity usual-
ly can be easily absorbed. Beneficial effects are perceived as outweighing adverse
consequences for the local social structure,

On the other hand, when mineral activities are undertaken in a sparsely popu-
lated rural area that has only minimal infrastructure, the incremental demand on ex-
isting facilities and services can be considerable, Although judging the nature and ex-
tent of social and economic impacts is a complicated process, past experience suggests
that, in these cases, the adverse effects sometimes outweigh the beneficial ones,
Large-scale mineral activities inevitably alter the local economy and bring about
changes in the traditional way of life.
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State and local concerns about these indirect effects are greatest in the Rocky
Mountain and Great Plains regions and in Alaska, where extensive development of fuel
minerals is projected. These are all sparsely populated regions; for the maintenance of
their economies, they are dependent on farming, ranching, tourism, hunting, fishing,
hiking, and other dispersed activities, as well as on mineral development. The pro-
jected scale of fuel mineral development is far greater than any past mineral activities
and would markedly alter local and regional economies and living patterns.

The greatest projected development is for Wyoming, western Colorado, northeast-
ern Utah, and northwestern New Mexico, where potential fuel mineral developments
overlap one another. Any oil shale development will occur in northwestern Colorado
and adjacent areas in northeastern Utah and southwestern Wyoming. Major coal de-
velopment will occur in the same areas plus northwestern New Mexico, western North
Dakota, and eastern Montana and Wyoming. Known deposits of uranium are scattered
widely throughout Wyoming, western Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, southern Utah,
and southwestern Nevada, In addition, oil and gas development is concentrated in
Wyoming, northern Colorado, northeastern Utah, and northwestern New Mexico.

An inevitable result of this development will be regionwide population changes.
One 1975 study estimated that the development of coal, oil shale, and uranium deposits
in the Rocky Mountain region could each attract some 150,000 permanent residents or
a total of up to half-a-million people by 1985. 38 A more recent assessment estimates
that between now and the year 2000, the population increase caused by fuel mineral
development in the eight Western States will range from 768,000 to 1,248,000 people.”)
The impacts of these population changes will be greatest far from metropolitan
centers in the rural areas near energy development projects. Increases as great as 600
percent through the year 2000 are projected for some local areas.

An example of the results of large-scale mineral and energy development is
Sweetwater County, Wyo. Rapidly expanding oil and gas development, new trona
(sodium carbonate) mining, and construction of the Jim Bridger powerplant boosted the
population of Sweetwater County from 18,000 in 1970 to 37,000 in 1974. Most of the
population influx occurred in and around the town of Rock Springs, which had a popu-
lation of only 11,000 in 1970.

The town and county were overwhelmed. Schools, health facilities, housing, rec-
reation facilities, retail stores, telephone facilities, and municipal services such as fire
and police protection, water, sewers, and sanitation were inadequate. No funds were
available for needed expansion and improvement. Much of the new population settled
in mobile homes and substandard housing in scattered developments on the fringe of
Rock Springs, Alcoholism, drug use, crime, divorce, suicide, and other indicators of
social stress all rose dramatically. 40
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One of the most widely publicized examples of the effects of rapid development is
seen in Alaska in connection with the construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. Fair-
banks became the staging, management, and service center for construction activities.
It was the northernmost terminus of the railroad and paved highway prior to the build-
ing of the North Slope Haul Road to Prudhoe Bay. In 1970, the population of Fairbanks
and the surrounding North Star Borough was 45,864; in 1975, it was estimated to be
63,350—a 24.8-percent increase. An accurate count of the population changes was
never taken, however. At the peak of construction activities, the pipeline project em-
ployed 22,000 workers, 16,000 of them dispatched from the union halls in Fairbanks.
More than 500 management personnel lived in the area; 1,164 workers were housed in
a construction camp nearby.

As a result of this influx, a housing shortage occurred, with attendant increases in
rents and purchase prices. The telephone company “ran out of numbers” and could
add no new customers to the existing system. Electrical consumption grew faster than
the electric utility’s generating capacity. During the winter of 1975-76, “peakload
alerts” were issued calling for consumers to restrict their use of electricity.

But not all of the expected impacts came to pass. For the school year 1974-75, the
school district had expected 11,994 students, 3,150 more than the 8,844 projected
without pipeline development. That fall 8,864 actually enrolled. Anticipated squatter
communities did not arise since some individuals who traveled to Fairbanks brought
trailers or campers in which to live while others moved in with friends and acquain-
tances. “Sleeping rooms” or  “dormitories”- beds placed in available space in
homes—and other kinds of shared-housing arrangements became available.’ ]

Similar difficulties were experiences in Valdez, Alaska, the southern terminus for
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. In January 1974, the population was l,350; by July 1975, it
had risen to 6,512. A portion of the new residents were housed in specially prepared
camps; even so, the population of the town itself had reached 3,500. All of the available
services and utilities were inadequate, The sewer, water, telephone, and electric sys-
tems were all near capacity in 1974. For example, there were 12 circuits with 1,114 in-
stalled telephones; by January 1976, 32 more circuits and 4,262 new telephones had
been added, but the system was still overloaded.

A shortage of housing was the greatest impact from the influx of new people. In
July 1975, almost 60 percent of the residents were living in temporary housing. The
cost of constructing permanent housing had risen to $90 per square foot and bank
mortgages were hard to obtain. Some of the difficulties in constructing new housing
stemmed from requirements retained after the relocation of the town following the
1964 earthquake and tsunami. Because the new town was built with urban renewal
funds, the Department of Housing and Urban Development imposed strict regulations
that resulted in legal entanglements concerning the sale and use of land and thus
caused long delays in response to market demands for housing.

In spite of these dislocations, the majority of Valdez residents judged the pipeline
boom in a favorable light. Surveys conducted in the spring of 1974 and replicated in
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the fall of 1975 revealed a generally high level of satisfaction with the changes in the
community, Even most long-time residents who were not directly employed in pipeline-
related industries and who were all affected by the adverse impacts favored continued
development of the oil industry for Valdez, The final consequences of the construction
of the pipeline are yet to be measured. Which of the short-term impacts will result in
long-term changes can only be judged with the passage of more time.42

The “boom” occurrence is not the only concern of State and local officials and
residents. Following the boom there is the possibility of a subsequent “bust” when
labor-intensive construction activity is followed initially by production activity requir-
ing many less workers and eventually, after 20 to 50 years, by termination of the pro-
duct ion itself.

A variety of Federal, State, and local measures have been taken to deal with the
social and economic impacts of mineral development. Some of the major sources of
revenues for these programs are discussed in section E of this chapter. In general, Fed-
eral initiatives range from revenue sharing to specific mitigation program support,
such as the National Institute of Mental Health training grant to the University of Wyo-
ming for multidisciplinary human services teams to serve energy-impacted communi-
ties. 43 As is discussed more fully in sections D and E of this chapter, State programs
range from the assessment and planning for mitigation of impacts as a precondition for
energy development siting to the adoption of funding and enabling mechanisms for
moderating impacts. 44 Local responses often are dependent on the existence of Federal
and State support, although the instances of cooperation between local authorities and
mineral development industries are growing. Examples of the latter are found in oil
shale industry support of mitigation strategies in northwestern Colorado and the open
planning process of community impact management adopted by an electric cooper-
ative in eastern Wyoming. 45

The emergence of these mitigation strategies demonstrates a growing recognition
that the adverse effects of rapid growth induced by major mineral activities can be ex-
acerbated if the growth is not managed. The effects of a rapid expansion in infrastruc-
ture are not only economic and social. Equally important are the environmental and
land use consequences, Uncontrolled growth can, for example, resuIt in land use deci-
sionmaking by default. It can lead to incursions into ecologically fragile areas which
may preclude the best use not only of the land in question, but also of neighboring
lands. Once such an incursion has been made, there may be no opportunity to reverse
the process.
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C. State and Local Authority to Regulate or Tax
Mineral Activities on Federal Land

Congress has complete power over Federal land under the Property Clause of the
Constitution, which states: “The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all
needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to
the United States , . . .”46 The Constitution also gives Congress the power to “make all
Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution” its specifically
enumerated powers,47 and provides that “the Laws of the United States , . . shall be the
supreme Law of the Land; . . . any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the
contrary notwithstanding, 48 

The U.S. Supreme Court has held that these constitutional provisions give the Con-
gress plenary authority over Federal land in any State, so that any law passed by Con-
gress respecting the use, disposal, or protection of the Federal land will override or
preempt any conflicting State law.49 However, a State retains jurisdiction over Federal
lands within its borders unless it has consented to the exercise of exclusive jurisdiction
by Congress; therefore, the State may regulate activities on Federal land to the same
extent as it regulates such activities on non-Federal land unless Congress has adopted
a law preempting State regulation.50

A State cannot, without congressional consent, regulate or tax Federal instrumen-
talities (e.g., agencies). It may, however, regulate or tax private parties who do busi-
ness with the Federal Government, as long as the regulation is directed to, or the tax is
assessed on, the private party or interest and not on the Federal Government or its in-
terests, unless the Congress has expressly immunized the private party or interest
from State regulation or taxation, or unless the State regulation or taxation would “af-
fect the title of the United States or embarrass it in using the lands or interfere with its
right of disposal. “51

Thus, a State can regulate and tax private activities on or interests in Federal
land, including private activities under the Federal mining and mineral leasing laws
and private interests in minerals acquired under those laws, unless such State regula-
tion or taxation is in conflict with a Federal statute (or regulation adopted pursuant to
such statute) or would “embarrass” or interfere with the United States’ right to use
and dispose of the land.

None of the Federal mining or mineral leasing laws expressly or implicitly pre-
empts State regulation or taxation of private mineral activities on or interests in Feder-
al land. In fact, the laws generally expressly preserve the States’ jurisdiction over
such activities and interests.
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The Mining Law of 1872, which was essentially a codification of State and local
laws and practices, was designed to legitimize the appropriation and disposal of Fed-
eral minerals occurring under such laws and practices. 52 The Act declares that:

All valuable mineral deposits in [Federal] lands . . . shall be free and open to ex-
ploration and purchase, and the lands in which they are found to occupation and pur-
chase . . . under regulations prescribed by law, and according to the local customs or
rules of miners in the several mining districts, so far as the same are applicable and
not inconsistent with the laws of the United States. 53 

Under the Act, the regulation of possessor rights was left to local custom and rules so
long as such rules were not inconsistent with the laws of the United States or of the
State or territory in which the mining district was located. The Act established only a
few requirements relating to the maximum and minimum sizes of a claim, the minimum
amount of annual work, and the minimum location and discovery procedures.54 The de-
tails, including the power to restrict the dimensions of claims to much less than the
statutory maximum55 and to impose more burdensome work requirements, s’ were left
to State and local law and custom. The local customs and rules of the miners, which
had been shaped, enforced, and sanctioned by State legislation even prior to 1872,57

have since been almost completely superseded by State statutory requirements. 58 The
States, therefore, exercise a substantial amount of control over the very disposal of
Federal hardrock mineral rights under the Mining Law, at least in the absence of any
Federal regulations inconsistent with the State requirements. Although the Federal
lands are “free and open to exploration and purchase, ” they are “free and
open . . . according to the local customs or rules of [the State]. ” The States may regu-
late and specify procedures for mineral entries, as long as such regulations are not in-
consistent with Federal law59 and do not frustrate the purposes of the Mining Law. 60

At the opposite end of the location-patent process, it should be clear that a State
may exercise its full police (regulatory) power with respect to patented mining claims,
since the lands embraced in such a claim are no longer Federal lands. Even where the
surface is retained by the United States, the patented mineral estate is private proper-
ty and thus as fully subject to State regulation as any other private property in the
State. In fact, the Mining Law even allows the States to condition the right to receive a
patent for a claim: “As a condition of sale, in the absence of necessary legislation by
Congress, the local legislature of any State or Territory may provide rules for working
mines, involving easements, drainage, and other necessary means to their complete de-
velopment; and those conditions shall be fully expressed in the patent. 61

The possessor right under an unpatented mining claim is also a private property
interest that can be regulated and taxed by the States. A holder of a valid unpatented
claim has the exclusive right to mine the hardrock deposits in the claim without having
to pay any royalties to or obtain any approval from the Federal Government, The U.S.
Supreme Court has stated:
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The

[An unpatented mining] claim is property in the fullest sense of that term; and
may be sold, transferred, mortgaged, and inherited without infringing any right or
title of the United States, The right of the owner is taxable by the State; and is “real
property. ” . . . The owner is not required to purchase the claim or secure patent from
the United States; but so long as he complies with the provisions of the mining laws,
his possessor right, for all practical purposes of ownership, is as good as though
secured by patent.62 

possessor right attached to an unpatented claim, therefore, is subject to State
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The legislative history of these sections clearly indicates congressional intent to
let the States’ police power govern the operations of Federal mineral lessees, Although
the primary focus was on health and safety matters, the States’ police power was pre-
served with respect to all aspects of the public welfare, including but not limited to
prevention of monopolies.66 As Representative Mondell stated during the debate on the
pertinent language in section 30, “Instead of being a limitation on the power of the Fed-
eral Government to protect [the public welfare], this is a limitation on the authority of
the Federal Government to permit practices which the State law prohibits.’”) ’ All par-
ticipants in the debate agreed that the States could exercise their police power to
enact requirements stricter than those in the Federal law; the disagreement arose over
whether the section allowed the States to weaken the Federal provisions.

The authority of the States to impose stricter requirements on Federal mineral
lessees than are imposed by the Federal Government itself has been recognized by the
courts, 68 and Congress has recently reaffirmed this State authority with respect to rec-
lamation of Federal land disturbed by coal mining.69

The Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 does not, as do the Mining Law of 1872 and the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, expressly preserve the State police power with respect to
private activities or interests under the Act. There is only a statement that “Nothing in
this Act shall constitute an express or implied claim or denial on the part of the Feder-
al Government as to its exemption from state water laws. 70 But, since the Act does not
purport to preempt the States’ police power, the States may, under the principles dis-
cussed at the beginning of this section, regulate private activities on and tax acquired
private interests in Federal land under the Act, as long as such regulation or taxation
is not in conflict with specific provisions in the Act or regulations promulgated pur-
suant to those provisions.

Federal laws other than the basic mining and leasing acts may contain provisions
that limit the exercise of the States’ police power with respect to mining activities on
Federal land. For example, many of the Federal statutes providing for nonmineral en-
tries on Federal land specifically reserved the mineral deposits in such land to the Fed-
eral Government, together with the right of miners to enter such land and develop the
mineral deposits in accordance with the Federal mining or mineral leasing laws. The
Acts provide for the payment to the surface owner of certain damages caused by pros-
pecting and mining. ” State statutes that attempt to condition the federally reserved
right of access on the consent of the surface owner, or that seek to enlarge the dam-
ages recoverable by the surface owner, directly conflict with the Federal statutory
provisions. However, there is no such conflict with respect to the reclamation require-
ments contained in State laws.72
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pie, the State regulation or taxation cannot discriminate against mineral activities on
Federal land by imposing stricter burdens on those activities than are imposed on simi-
lar activities on non-Federal land in the State. If the State regulation is so restrictive as
to amount to a taking of private property, the State must compensate the property
owner for the value of the property taken. Overly burdensome State regulation or taxa-
tion that substantially discourages mineral development on Federal land might be held
to be an invalid interference with the Federal power to dispose of Federal property. It
should be noted, however, that extremely burdensome State regulation or taxation has
been upheld against claims of unconstitutional taking of private property,73 and that
the congressional debate on passage of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 indicates that
State taxation would be valid even if it were so burdensome as to preclude develop-
ment of the Federal leasable minerals.74

D. State and

1. Control Over Surface

Local Regulatory Controls: Coordination
With Federal Requirements

Disturbance and Reclamation
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safety; areas adjacent to occupied dwellings, buildings, public roads, parks, streams,
lakes, or other public property; and areas of exceptional, critical, or unique biological,
ecological, scenic, historical, archaeological, or cultural significance.

A few State statutes provide that certain lands containing federally owned miner-
als may be exempted from the State reclamation requirements, but only if such lands
are governed by Federal laws or regulations at least as stringent as the State require-
merits. 78

However, many State reclamation statutes contain weak substantive require-
ments, due in large part to a fear that stronger requirements would drive mineral oper-
ators away to more lenient States, Moreover, enforcement efforts in almost all States
have been weak because of inadequate staffing and funding. ’ Attempts to develop
strong State programs have also been hindered by uncertainty over the development of
Federal reclamation requirements, which did not exist until recently and are them-
selves vague and weak for minerals other than coal.80

Congress addressed these problems, for coal mining only, in the Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, which establishes tough Federal reclamation re-
quirements for coal mining operations,”’ allows States to apply their own requirements
to operations on Federal land if the State requirements are at least as stringent as the
Federal requirements,82 provides for State administration of the Federal requirements
themselves on Federal land through cooperative agreements with the Secretary of the
Interior (except for the Secretary’s responsibility for issuing leases, approving mining
plans, and designating areas as unsuitable for mining),’ ) and provides Federal techni-
cal assistance, training, and funds for the development, administration, and enforce-
ment of the State programs, including full funding of any State program under a co-
operative agreement for administration of the Federal requirements on Federal land.84

Many of the State reclamation statutes attempt to protect surface owners who do
not also own the underlying minerals by requiring consent of the surface owner to min-
ing operations that cause surface disturbance, as well as payment of certain specified
damages should mining be allowed, Some statutes, such as Wyoming’s, provide for is-
suance of a permit despite a refusal of consent if the mining operations would not
“substantially prohibit the operations of the surface owners” and if the required rec-
lamation can be accomplished. North Dakota’s Surface Owner Protection Act allows
the mining applicant to sue for a determination of rights if consent is refused. The situ-
ation in Montana is not clear. The Montana Strip and Underground Mine Reclamation
Act generally requires the consent of the surface owner, but exempts federally owned
minerals from the consent requirement. However, the Montana Land Owner Notifica-
tion Act requires notice to and consent by the surface owner of private land, without
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and it does not apply where the prospecting or mining operation is “in accordance with
the terms of a prospecting permit or lease covering any mineral interest in said land. ”

As was discussed in the preceding section, State surface owner consent provi-
sions that purport to apply to federally reserved minerals conflict directly with the
Federal laws defining the respective rights of the surface owner and the mineral
explorer-developer. Such provisions are, therefore, invalid as applied to federally re-
served minerals. More generally, State surface owner consent provisions are subject
to serious challenge as unconstitutional impairments of contract obligations and tak-
ings of property without just compensation, The Kentucky Court of Appeals recently
struck down the surface owner consent provisions of the Kentucky strip-mining statute
on precisely these grounds. It noted that, while the State’s exercise of its police power
might justify a complete prohibition of strip mining in all or certain designated areas,
surface owner consent provisions permit private individuals (the surface owners) to
frustrate whatever environmental conservation purpose the legislation may have by
granting their consent, and therefore the primary purpose of such provisions is “to
change the relative legal rights and economic bargaining positions of many private
parties under their contracts rather than [to] achieve any public purpose. ” The court
specifically noted that the consent provision did not involve the construction and
validity of the underlying contracts and deeds.85

However, the Federal Government, as owner of the federally reserved mineral de-
posits, may require surface owner consent as a condition to allowing some third party
to acquire development rights for the federally reserved minerals. It very recently has
imposed a surface owner consent requirement for issuance of leases for federally re-
served coal deposits when such deposits are to be mined by other than underground
mining techniques.86 In addition, surface coal mining operations cannot be begun, even
when the Federal Government owns the surface as well as the subsurface, if the sur-
face is subject to a nonmineral (e.g., grazing) lease or permit, unless the surface lessee
or permittee has given his written consent or the coal miner has executed a bond to
secure payment for any damages to the crops or tangible improvements of the surface
lessee or permitted.”’ A similar requirement applies to development of any Federal
mineral underlying nonfederally owned surface. 88

It should be noted that a requirement of surface owner consent (rather than sim-
ple payment for damages to surface values) allows the surface owner rather than the
Federal Government to appropriate the value of the Federal minerals as well as the
value of the non federally owned surface,

2. Control Over the Use of Water

Control over the use of water, including water used by private parties on Federal
land, has always been a jealously guarded State prerogative, especially in the arid
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Western States.89 The Federal Government generally has acquiesced in each State’s
control over the water within its boundaries, although water rights are implicitly re-
served by the Federal Government in connection with reservations or withdrawals of
Federal land for a particular public purpose.”) Thus, the Federal Surface Mining Con-
trol and Reclamation Act of 1977 states: “Nothing in this Act shall be construed as af-
fecting in any way the right of any person to enforce or protect, under applicable law,
his interest in water resources affected by a surface coal mining operation,’’”

The State reclamation statutes require a comprehensive assessment of the water-
related impacts of mining and reclamation. It can be anticipated that permits to mine
will be refused when the responsible State agency determines that insufficient water
would be available for reclamation or that significant damage to an aquifer would oc-
cur, Both the Montana and Wyoming reclamation statutes authorize suits by property
owners against mining operators for damages due to pollution, diminishment, or inter-
ruption of water supply. The Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act re-
inforces the State laws with respect to surface coal mines by requiring the operator of
any such mine to “replace the water supply of an owner of interest in real property
who obtains all or part of his supply of water for domestic, agricultural, industrial, or
other legitimate use from an underground or surface source where such supply has
been affected by contamination, diminution, or interruption proximately resulting
from such surface coal mine operation. 92

In at least one respect, however, Federal and State interests in the use of water
may conflict, Both Montana and Wyoming prohibit the use of water for slurry pipelines
to export coal out of the State. The Wyoming legislature has made one exception, sub-
ject to certain restrictions and a right of termination, for the use of 20,000 acre-feet of
water per year for a coal slurry pipeline to Arkansas. 93 Such explicit restrictions on
the interstate use of water (there is no ban on use of water for any coal slurry pipeline
within the State) would seem to be invalid as an unconstitutional discrimination
against interstate commerce. 94

3. Control Over the Location and Timing of Construction of
Mineral-Related Facilities and Infrastructure

State and local governments can exercise substantial control over the location of
mineral-related facilities and infrastructure through land use plans, zoning, permit,
and other requirements related to land use and development.

Such requirements can significantly affect mineral activity on Federal land even
when they are not applied directly to it, because much if not most of the infrastructure
required to support mineral activity on Federal land —roads, powerlines, sites for ma-
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jor conversion or generation facilities, housing, etc.—will be on non-Federal land.
Moreover, mining claims patented under the Mining Law are no longer Federal land.

But State and local control over land use apparently is not limited to non-Federal
land. According to the principles discussed in section C, the States’ police (regulatory)
power may be exercised with respect to private activities (but not those of the Federal
agencies themselves) on Federal land, and it thus should extend to activities of mining
claimants and mineral lessees on Federal land unless Congress has preempted its ap-
plication, which Congress does not seem to have done. The Federal mining and mineral
leasing laws do not preempt, but rather explicitly preserve, the application of the
States’ police power. And the recently enacted Federal Land Policy and Management
Act of 1976 (BLM Organic Act) contains several provisions that affirm the applicabili-
ty of the States’ police power to private activities on Federal land. For example, the
right-of-way provisions require each right-of-way across Federal land to contain condi-
tions that will “require compliance with State standards for public health and safety,
environmental protection, and siting, construction, operation, and maintenance of or
for rights-of-way for similar purposes if those standards are more stringent than ap-
plicable Federal standards. 95 The sales provisions require that, prior to conveyance
of any land administered by BLM, notification be given to any State or local agency
“having zoning or other land use regulatory jurisdiction in the geographical area
within which such lands are located, in order to afford the appropriate body the oppor-
tunity to zone or otherwise regulate, or change or amend existing zoning or other regu-
lations concerning the use of such lands prior to such conveyance. ” 96 The land use
planning provisions require that,

[T]o the extent consistent with the laws governing the administration of [BLM]
lands, [the BLM shall] coordinate the land use inventory, planning, and management
activities of or for such lands with the land use planning and management programs

of the States and local governments within which the lands are located . . . . In im-
plementing this directive, the [BLM] ., . shall provide for meaningful public involve-
ment of State and local government officials . . . in the development of land use pro-
grams, land use regulations, and land use decisions for [BLM] lands, including early
public notice of proposed decisions which may have a significant impact on non-Fed-
eral lands. . . . Land use plans of the [BLM] under this section shall be consistent with
State and local plans to the maximum extent [the Secretary of the Interior] finds con-
sistent with Federal law and the purposes of this Act. 97

State and local land use and zoning requirements that effectively prevented the
exercise of mineral rights acquired under the Federal mining and mineral leasing laws
might be held to constitute a “taking” that would require payment of just compensa-
tion under the Federal Constitution, although decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court in
the past have not required compensation in cases where mines were closed down as
public nuisances.98 Moreover, overly aggressive State and local regulation of private
activities on Federal land that effectively stymied Federal land use planning and man-
agement would not be valid.
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Generally, however, these sorts of problems have not arisen and are not likely to
arise under current practices. Traditional land use planning and zoning are not com-
mon in the rural regions of the West where actual and projected mining activity is con-
centrated,” Where local zoning does exist, it is rarely extended to Federal land, but
rather is used to control infrastructure development on associated non-Federal land.
And, in some instances, the zoning power is limited with respect to mineral-related ac-
tivities. For example, the Wyoming statute authorizing counties to zone and adopt land
use plans with respect to unincorporated areas provides that “no zoning resolution or
plan shall prevent any use or occupancy reasonably necessary to the extraction or pro-
duction of the mineral resources . . , 1 0 0 However, the Wyoming Conservation and
Land Use Study Commission has recommended that this restriction be repealed. 101

Major mineral development activity affects areas or regions encompassing many
different communities and counties. Local land use planning and zoning by each af-
fected community and county may result in conflicts and failure to adopt a comprehen-
sive land use policy. ’02 It can also result in a plethora of uncoordinated permit re-
quirements that unnecessarily delay desirable development. ’()’ A few States have re-
cently enacted comprehensive siting legislation to assure sufficient advance planning
and coordination of permitting procedures for major energy facilities, including trans-
mission facilities and routes. The laws require that a permit be obtained for any
covered facility; require 5 to 10 years advance notice of all new construction, or com-
mencement or termination of operation, of a covered facility; require submission of
substantial detailed information concerning any planned facility; provide for extensive
studies of socioeconomic and environmental impact (the cost of the studies is borne by
the applicant); and require public hearings after notification of all affected State agen-
cies, communities, and local citizens prior to issuance of a permit. Permits will be
granted only if the environmental and socioeconomic impacts are acceptable and if the
proposed facility will be compatible with (a) the public health and safety, (b) State and
local land use plans and zoning requirements, unless the local requirements are unrea-
sonably restrictive, and (c) Federal and State environmental standards. The laws pro-
vide for a “one-stop” siting and route approval agency. No further State or local ap-
provals need be obtained once the permit has been issued.104

The States’ emphasis on better planning, evaluation, and coordinated use of
transportation and transmission corridors is complemented by the right-of-way provi-
sions in the BLM Organic Act, which, as noted above, require rights-of-way across
Federal land to comply with State siting, construction, operation, and maintenance
standards that are more stringent than the Federal standards.105 In addition, the Fed-
eral provisions require utilization of rights-of-way in common, to the extent practical,
in order to minimize adverse environmental impacts and the proliferation of separate
rights-of-way. 106 The Secretary of the Interior may require the user of any right-of-way,
land, or other facility on BLM land to maintain or contribute his proportionate share
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for the maintenance of such facility and to reconstruct such facility when such recon-
struction is determined to be necessary to accommodate his use. 107

E. State and Local Mineral Taxation and Revenue Distribution:
Coordination With Federal Payment Requirements

and Revenue Distribution

1. State and Local Mineral Taxes: Types and Effects

At least five different types of taxes are imposed by State or local governments on
mineral activities: property taxes, income taxes, sales taxes, franchise or license
taxes, and severance taxes. All of these different types of taxes are imposed concur-
rently in some States, while others rely on only one or a few of the types. The total tax
burden on the mineral industry in any one State depends on the number of different
taxes imposed, the basis of each tax [for example, net versus gross value), and the level
(rate) of each tax.

Owners of mineral property (or interests in mineral property such as mineral
leases or mining claims), like owners of nonmineral property, are subject in each State
to an ad valorerm property tax on the value of the mineral property. Valuation of min-
eral property, however, is more difficult than valuation of most nonmineral property,
at least insofar as the value of the mineral deposit itself is concerned rather than the
value of mine equipment and facilities, In some States, the value of the mineral deposit
itself (that is, the ore body in the ground) is estimated by calculating the present value
of all future projected net earnings from the mining operation. However, this valuation
method is difficult and speculative, so most States instead use the (net or gross) value
of annual production, or in some instances a capitalization of annual net income, as a
proxy for the fair market value of the mineral property.108 Once the value of the miner-
al property is determined by either method, it is multiplied by a certain percentage to
obtain the “assessed value” of the property. Often, the mine equipment and facilities
are assessed separately from the ore body itself, using traditional fair-market-value
valuation methods. Finally, the actual property tax is calculated by applying the tax
rate, usually called a mill levy, to the assessed value. The mill levy is the same for min-
eral and nonmineral property, but it will usually vary from one part of a State to
another, because it is set by each local government based on local revenue needs.

Most States also have corporate and personal income taxes on net income re-
ceived from activities in the State, The mining industry is subject to income taxes the
same as any other industry, except the mining industry is often taxed at a much lower
effective rate as a result of mineral depletion allowances and other special tax sub-
sidies.
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Many States impose sales taxes on the net or gross value of sales of certain goods
or products in the State. A sales tax is usually applied only at the retail level, and is ap-
plied uniformly to all covered goods and products, including mineral products. Some
sales taxes exclude mineral fuels used for industrial purposes,

Some States impose franchise or license taxes for the privilege of doing business
in the State. The tax may be imposed on only certain types of businesses, and the basis
for and rate of the tax will often vary depending on the type of business. Several States
have imposed franchise or license taxes as a substitute for income taxes and have ap-
plied such taxes to all business activity in the State. A few States have imposed a spe-
cial license tax on net or gross income from the production of certain minerals in addi-
tion to generally applicable franchise or income taxes. Such a special license tax is in
effect a severance tax (see below).

The principal type of tax applied specifically to mineral activity as a distinct form
of economic activity is the severance tax, which is imposed on the activity of severing
natural resources from the land in the State (a severance tax is often imposed on tim-
ber as well as mineral production). Mineral severance taxes are almost always im-
posed in addition to the other State and local taxes, described above, that are general-
ly applied to all industries within the State, Severance taxes may be imposed on all or
only some minerals and are usually set at different rates for different minerals. The
tax may be specified as a flat fee per unit of production, with or without adjustment for
inflation, or as a percentage of the net or gross value or proceeds of production.

The reclamation fee or tax imposed by State reclamation laws to cover the ex-
penses of State reclamation programs is often a form of severance tax, as are *’natural
resource excise” taxes and similar taxes on mineral production per se.

A severance tax, or any tax based on the quantity or value of production, is in ef-
fect a royalty, because it is a charge levied on each unit of production. If it is based o n

the gross rather than the net quantity or value of production (net value is gross value—
i.e., sale price— less costs of extraction and processing), it can prevent mining of low-
profit mineral deposits that otherwise could supply needed minerals. In addition, as
was discussed in chapter 4,109 it can result in reduced mineral production if mineral
production is actually started. Almost all mineral tracts contain deposits of varying
thickness and quality. A tax based on gross quantity or value of production, no matter
how small the tax is, may make it unprofitable to extract some portion of the lower
grade ore in the depositor to extract ore from a lower grade deposit in the tract, which
otherwise could have been profitably extracted. Thus, the tax encourages “high-grad-
ing” of mineral deposits while production is underway, discourages investment in tech-
niques for boosting production through tapping of the lower grade portions of the
deposits (e.g., secondary and tertiary recovery techniques for oil and gas deposits],
and forces premature termination of production when all the higher grade ore has
been extracted. Mineral resources that could have been extracted are left in the
ground and will probably never be extracted given the high costs of restarting produc-
tion once it has been terminated. The result is not only a loss of producible minerai re-
sources, but also more damage to nonmineral resources than would otherwise be in-
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curred, since more deposits will have to be mined to obtain the desired quantity of min-
eral production. Even when the same mine is reopened, the surface will be disturbed
twice rather than only once.

Nevertheless, State taxes (or Federal royalties) based on the gross quantity or
value of mineral production would be efficient if they served as a charge for the net en-
vironmental, socioeconomic, and other costs imposed on persons other than the miner-
al producer by each additional unit of production. If that were the case, the mineral
producer would simply be forced to weigh all mineral and nonmineral benefits and
costs in deciding whether to produce the additional unit. If the total costs outweighed
the benefits, the production of one more unit would be wasteful.l10

But production payments, whether based on the net or gross value of mineral pro-
duction, do not serve as such a charge for costs imposed on others, since the amount of
damage is not directly related to the quantity or value of production. For example,
most of the environmental and socioeconomic damage occurs in the exploration and
development stages of mineral activity before production has even begun-indeed,
production may never begin, even though exploration or development, or both, have
been completed. Once the mine has been opened and production has begun, little or no
additional environmental and socioeconomic damage may result from each unit of pro-
duction. For example, digging farther in an existing tunnel or pit to produce lower
grade ore may result in little if any additional surface disturbance. In fact, as was dis-
cussed above, it may prevent additional surface disturbance caused by a later reopen-
ing of the mine or the opening of another mine.

Sometimes it is thought that gross-value taxes provide more certain and predict-
able tax revenues when economic conditions, and hence profitability, decline. But a
gross-value tax may lead to less stable rather than more stable revenues under such
conditions, since it can make mining unprofitable and thus cause termination of pro-
duction and a total loss of tax revenue, whereas a net-value tax would continue to
bring in revenue, even though the revenue might be reduced. Moreover, stability of
revenue is most critical at the local level, which relies heavily on property taxes. A
large portion of the property tax base associated with mineral and energy develop-
ment is made up of equipment and facilities and other fixed capital items that can be
assessed using traditional fair market value methods, rather than an annual proceeds
method, and that therefore can provide a substantial revenue base independent of pro-
duction. This is the case, for example, with the major energy generation and conver-
sion facilities that are viewed as posing some of the more substantial socioeconomic
problems, Mines themselves are also very capital intensive.’” Thus, it has been sug-
gested that the most reasonable tax on a mine, from the standpoint of mineral produc-
tion, resource conservation, and stable tax revenue, may be a property tax based on
“the assessment of the mine plant on the same basis used for any other industrial plant
and the assessment of the ore body based on the ‘net proceeds’ calculation. 112 A n y
fluctuation in the net proceeds portion of the property tax (or any alternative type of
tax on net value) “could be overcome by an averaging [over several years] method, or
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even a minimum requirement based on payments in previous years. But in all fairness,
some allowance for payments in periods of nonproduction should carry over to produc-
tive years in the form of tax credits.’’113 

Tax liability based on the gross value of production can result, as was discussed
above, in substantial waste of mineral and nonmineral resources. However, many
States impose mineral taxes based on the gross amount or value of production of some
or all minerals,’” For example, Montana has imposed a 30-percent tax on the gross
value of surface-mined coal other than low-grade lignite, an additional “resource in-
demnity trust” (severance) tax of one-half of 1 percent on the gross value of all mineral
production including coal, and a property tax based on an assessed valuation of 45
percent of annual gross proceeds of surface coal mines. 115 When these taxes are added
to the minimum 12.5-percent Federal royalty and the 10-percent (or 35 cents per ton,
whichever is less) Federal reclamation fee on the gross value of surface-mined Federal
coal 116 (half of the Federal royalty and fee are paid directly to the State of Montana117),
plus overriding royalties reserved by assignors of Federal coal leases that can be equal
to half or more of the Federal royalty,’” it is apparent that mining of Federal coal in
Montana could be extremely wasteful in terms of maximum economic recovery of
mineral resources and conservation of mineral and nonmineral resources, despite Fed-
eral and State requirements and declarations of concern related to maximum recovery
and resource conservation. 119

The mineral industry is usually the only industry subjected to gross-value taxes
(other than the retail sales tax). Property taxes for nonmineral business properties are
based in theory on fair market value— that is, what a buyer would be willing to pay for
it. A buyer will be willing to pay only the present value of projected future net earnings
from the property. General franchise or license taxes are either a flat fee or a percent-
age of net proceeds from the business. Moreover, the mineral industry is usually the
only industry other than the timber industry subjected to special production taxes such
as the severance tax.

Several reasons have been offered for the heavier tax burden placed on the min-
eral industry under most State tax systems (but note that the burden is usually lighter
for one tax—the income tax —as a result of mineral depletion allowances and special
expense provisions). First, it is reasoned that mineral resources, or at least the higher
grade mineral resources, have an inherent value above the value added by the effort
spent in finding, developing, and producing them—a “natural bounty” that can be
taxed away and used for the benefit of the public as a whole without affecting mineral
production or overall efficiency. However, State efforts to capture the natural bounty,
if any exists, for Federal minerals can be objected to on the grounds that (a) the bounty
belongs to the Federal Government, as owner of the resource and also as representa-
tive of all citizens in the Nation, rather than to any particular State and its citizens and
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(b] the U.S. Congress has explicitly declared that the Federal Government shall collect
this bounty for leasable minerals by requiring fair market value to be paid for such
minerals. Moreover, as was discussed in detail in section E of chapter 4, payment re-
quirements designed to capture this natural bounty should be based on net rather than
gross value of production.

A variation on the natural bounty rationale is the conversion of this bounty into a
“natural heritage” belonging to the State, which is irretrievably lost when the mineral
is removed from the earth and sold for private profit, thus justifying a State tax to com-
pensate the State (or, more precisely, its citizens) for at least a portion of its lost
wealth. 12o The natural heritage rationale suffers from the same flaws as the natural
bounty rationale on which it is implicitly based: the “heritage” belongs to the Federal
Government rather than to the State insofar as Federal land is involved, and the “lost
wealth” can be no more than the net value of production. A tax based on gross value
captures the wealth added by the efforts of mineral operators in addition to the value
of the mineral deposit in the ground prior to identification, development, and produc-
tion. Moreover, the natural heritage rationale is a rather circular one: the mineral
deposit does not have any monetary value to the State or its economy until it is found
and produced, so that discovery and production of the mineral deposit produces or
“frees” value rather than resulting in any loss of value to the State, The mineral will
have no value to the State if it is never produced, Finally, the gross-value tax itself
results in a loss in mineral wealth or ‘‘natural heritage” because it prevents some low-
grade deposits from being mined and causes high-grading of other deposits.

Similarly, a tax imposed to create a “trust fund” to tide the State over when all its
minerals have been removed is a forced subsidization by present consumers across the
Nation of a continued higher level of spending by the State that is no longer needed to
pay for the impacts of mineral development (see the next paragraph) and would never
have been possible in the first place if there had been no mineral activity, If the State
wants to maintain a high level of economic activity in its “postmineral era” rather than
returning to its prior rural base (augmented by the capital improvements constructed
during the mineral era), it might be healthier and more productive for the State, and
the Nation as a whole, if that economic activity were maintained through development
of new profitmaking industry rather than through income from a trust fund. Moreover,
the basic premise for the establishment of a trust fund—the exhaustion of the State’s
mineral resources— is itself flawed in at least some cases: Montana officials, for ex-
ample, estimate that the State has enough recoverable coal “to last us a thousand
years with some left over.121
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is not insufficient revenue, but rather ensuring that the revenue gets to the affected
jurisdiction in a timely manner, so that needed public facilities and services are in
place before the boom hits and are paid for before the bust, if there is a bust.122 T h e
problems of revenue distribution and timing are discussed in subsection 2, where it is 
also pointed out that the amount of mineral revenue being collected by some States is
greatly in excess of the amount required to cover the socioeconomic impacts of mineral
activity. For example, ones studv, using generous estimates of The State and local invest-
ments and expenditures required to cope with the socioeconomic impacts of a surface
coal mine producing 10 million tons per year in Montana, calculated that a 11 the neces-
sary public investment and expenditures could be covered by using only 62.5 percenl
of the first year's severance tax to cover the necessary capital investment and 12.5
percent of the first and each succeeding year’s severance tax to cover annual expend-
itures on services. 123 The rest of the severance tax, plus all the State and local prop-
erty. income, sales, and resource indemnity trust taxes at  attributable to the mineral ac-
tivity, plus all the mineral leasing revenue received from the Federal Government (see
subsection 3), would be surplus revenue.

When this abundance of revenue is acquired by the State at the expense of con-
sumers throughout the Nation, and when it is collected through gross-value taxes that
may prevent mining of much Federal coal and result in high-grading of other coal, seri-
ous questions may be raised as to whether Montana’s mineral taxation system, and
others like it, impose an intolerable burden on interstate commerce or on the Federal
Government’s management and disposal of its property. Congress might want to
remedy such a burden, even if it is not so severe as to be unconstitutional given the lee-
way afforded the States by the Mineral Leasing Act. 124

The net effect of Federal, State, and local mineral royalties, fees, and taxes on ef-
ficient mineral production and total resource conservation should be carefully investi-
gated as part of a more rational, coordinated approach to Federal mineral land man-
agement and, more generally, national fuel and non fuel mineral policy.

2. Magnitude and Disposition of State Revenues
Derived From State and Local Mineral Taxes

As was discussed in subsection 1 above, the principal State and local taxes im-
posed on mineral-related activities are the property, sales, income, license, and sever-
ance taxes.

The main sources of tax revenue at the local level are the property and sales
taxes. The property tax is almost always assessed and collected at the local level,
although the purposes for which the tax may be assessed and the permissible rates of
assessment are usually specified by the State legislature, and in some States a State
property tax is levied in addition to the local property taxes. The sales tax may be im-
posed at the local level separately from or in addition to any State sales tax, again as
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allowed by the State legislature. If there is only a State sales tax, local governments
are sometimes given a fixed percentage of the State sales tax revenues derived from
sales in their jurisdictions. Local governments also receive substantial revenue from
utility and license fees and charges.

The main sources of tax revenue at the State level are sales, income, license, and
severance taxes. Several of the States return a portion of some or all of these taxes to
the locality from which they were collected. The sales tax is the most common exam-
ple: Colorado, for instance, returns three-fourths, while Wyoming has recently in-
creased the portion it returns from one-sixth to one-third. Montana returns a small
portion (1.5 percent until 1980, none thereafter) of its coal severance tax to the county
in which the coal was produced and allocates one-fourth of the State income tax to
support schools in the State. Utah allocates a portion of the State taxes on income, cor-
porations, property, cigarettes, and liquor to each school district. Generally, each
State provides substantial assistance to school districts throughout the State. ’z’

Several studies have shown that even those localities most adversely affected by
mineral and energy development activity can receive sufficient revenue through State
and local taxes to cope with the socioeconomic impacts of that activity.’” Mineral and
energy development activity are capital-intensive and generate substantial economic
activity in any area in which they are undertaken. In fact, the additional revenue gen-
erated as a result of the expansion of the tax base by mineral-related facilities and ac-
tivity has enabled or will enable most localities to reduce their property tax rates and
thus lower the tax burden on permanent residents.

Generally, the problem is not insufficient State and local revenue, but rather en-
suring that the revenue gets to the unit of government that needs it in a timely manner.
Mineral-related construction and development usually occur in the rural areas of a
county outside the cities and towns. The counties and school districts benefit from the
expansion of the property tax base, while the cities bear the increased burden on pub-
lic facilities and services (other than schools and county roads) due to the increased
population. Thus, each of the counties and school districts analyzed in the impact
studies mentioned above, except the Farmington, N. Mex., school district, had or was
projected to have either budget surpluses or reduced property tax rates as a result of
increased property tax revenues flowing from mineral-related development. The
Farmington school district and the cities and towns studied did not derive similar bene-
fits, since the mineral development lay outside their respective boundaries.

The cities and towns generally rely on sales taxes, utility and license fees and
charges, and varying amounts of Federal revenue-sharing and other grants as sources
of revenue at least as important as the property tax. Several of the cities and towns
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studied—e.g., Rock Springs, Wyo., and Vernal, Utah—were able to reduce their prop-
erty tax rate because of increased revenue from sales taxes or other sources resulting
from mineral-related activity, Only Gillette, Wyo., faced a serious long-term problem of
insufficient local revenue to meet the socioeconomic burden of mineral development.
Vernal was relying heavily on Federal grants and assistance rather than local proper-
ty, sales, or other taxes or fees. In fact, as was noted above, Vernal was reducing its
property tax rate. In general, however, the cities and towns, when compared with the
counties and school districts, were finding it more difficult to cope with the socioeco-
nomic impacts of mineral development, since they faced the brunt of the population in-
flux but, except through sales taxes, did not share in much of the additional revenue
generated by that development.

The potential scope of the problem created by separation of the tax base and the
affected unit of government is suggested by projections in one study that cities and
towns would need some $600 per year to service each new resident, but that based on
revenue sources available to such municipalities they could expect to realize tax reve-
nues attributable to each new resident of only $210 to $450 per year. The study noted
that State and local taxes on the mineral developments themselves would provide more
than enough funds to make up the deficit, but those funds usually are not available to
the municipality.127

The distribution problem is not a problem for municipalities only. As was men-
tioned above, the mineral developments near Farmington, N. Mex,, are situated out-
side the Farmington school district, which services much of the increased population
resulting from those developments. Similarly, the impact study for Colstrip, Mont.,
noted that many of the construction workers on the mineral projects in the Colstrip
school districts lived outside those school districts and even outside the county.
Another study of six counties in Montana, North Dakota, and Wyoming expected to be
heavily impacted by mineral and energy development projected that in four of the six
counties incremental revenues, due to such development, received in 1985 (compared
to revenues received in 1974) would be 2 to 6 times greater than incremental budget
costs, while in the other two counties incremental budget costs would be 1 to 38 times
greater than incremental revenues. The county with the worst budget-revenue imbal-
ance, Sheridan County in Wyoming, could also have the most difficulty in correcting
the imbalance, because it results from development in another State rather than just
another county in the same State:

Presumably, many coal miners and plant personnel will select Sheridan (city) as
their place of residence while working in the coal fields just across the State line in
Big Horn County, Montana. The city and county of Sheridan will be called on to pro-
vide the needed social services generated by the employees who work in Montana.
Yet Sheridan will not receive any tax benefits from the exploitation of Montana
Coa1.‘‘“

Except for interstate impact problems similar to those faced by Sheridan city and
county, it is clear that State and local revenues generated by mineral development ac-
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tivity are usually sufficient in the aggregate to cope with the socioeconomic impact of
that mineral development activity, This would probably be the case even if only State
and local property, sales, and income taxes were considered. 129 It is surely the case
when recently enacted or increased severance taxes are also considered. For exam-
ple, Montana received about $34 million in 1977 from its severance tax on coal. 130 Pro-
jected increases in coal prices and coal production are expected to result in hundreds
of millions of dollars of severance tax revenue per year for Montana and other West-
ern States. 131 None of the States that have, like Montana, Colorado. and North Dakota,
recently instituted or increased mineral severance taxes have felt it necessary to use
more than a small portion of the incremental revenues generated to pay for the socio-
economic impact of the mineral activities being taxed (see below). The problem is the
distribution of State and local revenues rather than the sufficiency of those revenues.

Another problem is the timing of receipt of revenue. Public facilities and services
must be provided for the population influx associated with mineral development activi-
ty, prior to the time revenues are generated by addition of property improvements to
the tax rolls or by taxation of production. Moreover, high front-end public expendi-
ures for capital improvements will be required, which may exceed any one year’s
revenues.

The traditional response to both of these timing problems has been to obtain the
front-end money through loans or bonds secured by future tax revenues. But State
laws often limit the ability of local units of government to incur such indebtedness. For
example, Wyoming limits local city indebtedness to 2 percent of the assessed valuation
of property in the city, which is unusually restrictive when compared to 4- to 6-percent
limitations elsewhere. l32 Residents of some cities and counties are extremely reluctant
to incur any public debt. Most of the cities, school districts, and counties analyzed in
the impact studies mentioned above that experienced or will experience front-end
financing problems have been unwilling to alleviate those problems through the tradi-
tional bonding mechanism.

In certain instances, local units of government may find it difficult to obtain loans
or issue bonds at favorable rates because of their limited capital assets. This may be
particularly troublesome in rural areas that were sparsely populated and had few
public facilities prior to mineral development. However, this does not appear to have
been a significant problem for the cities, school districts, and counties analyzed in the
impact studies discussed above, which generally were able to obtain financing based
on anticipated property or sales tax revenues. Where the limited capital base of the
local unit poses a problem, the State itself could provide security or serve as the fi-
nancing agency.

Generally, however, the States have been unwilling to finance continuing or front-
end costs of local units of government unless the local unit has demonstrated that it is
unable, and not just unwilling, to finance those costs itself. The State governments ap-
parently feel that most local units can handle the problems themselves, using incre-
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mental revenues derived from property and sales taxes on the mineral-related activity,
issuance of bonds in anticipation of such revenues, and issuance of bonds for construc-
tion of public utilities to be repaid out of fees and charges for the services provided by
such utilities.

Thus, the States generally avoid automatic allocation of tax revenues to the local
unit in which such revenues were generated, preferring to allocate revenues on a
showing of need to overcome particular distribution and timing problems, The excep-
tions are the traditional sources of local revenue, the property and sales taxes. Even
these are subject to limitations and equalization formulas in different States. Montana
returns a very small portion— 1.5 percent until 1980 and none thereafter—of its coal
severance tax revenue to the county in which the coal was produced. These direct
automatic allocations are made without any showing of need and may be more or less
than what is actually needed by a particular local unit, ’

The bulk of State assistance to local units of government is provided under discre-
tionary allocations that can be used to overcome the distribution and timing problems
associated with automatic allocations. Even these discretionary allocations are limited
to a relatively small part of the incremental tax revenue generated by mineral activity
in a State.

For example, Colorado has recently amended its mineral taxation laws by impos-
ing severance taxes on the production of metallic minerals, molybdenum [treated dis-
tinctly although it is a metallic mineral), and oil shale for the first time and greatly in-
creasing the existing severance tax on coal to a level just below North Dakota’s coal
severance tax. Property taxes on metallic mineral properties can be credited against
half of the metallic mineral severance tax due, and 87.5 percent of property taxes on
oil and gas properties, excluding equipment, can be credited against oil and gas sever-
ance taxes due. The revenues from the mineral severance taxes are distributed as
shown in table 6.2. 134

As table 6.2 shows, the Colorado legislature has determined that only 10 to 45 per-
cent (depending on the mineral) of Colorado’s new, incremental severance tax
revenues are needed to assist local governments affected by mineral development ac-
tivity prior to June 30, 1981. No revenues are allocated to the local government fund
after June 30, 1981, although the legislature may change the allocation formula prior
to then. Larger amounts, decreasing from 40 to 70 percent (depending on the mineral)
in fiscal 1978 to 20 to 50 percent in fiscal 1981 and zero percent thereafter, are
allocated to the State’s general fund to support current State programs unrelated to
local socioeconomic impact. Finally, substantial amounts, increasing from 15 to 40 per-
cent (depending on the mineral) in fiscal 1978 to 35 to 40 percent in fiscal 1981 and 100
percent thereafter, are allocated to a trust fund, which “is to be perpetual and held in
trust as a replacement for depleted natural resources. ” The income from the invest-
ment of trust funds is to be deposited in the general fund,

As was discussed in subsection 1, the use of mineral severance tax revenues,
rather than generally applicable property, sales, and income tax revenues, to fund
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Table 6.2 .—Allocation of Colorado Mineral Severance Tax Revenues
(percent)

Fiscal years 1978 and 1979
General fund . . . . .
T r u s t  f u n d .
Local  government  fund.

Fiscal year 1980
G e n e r a l  f u n d
T r u s t  f u n d ,  .  .
Local government fund. ., . .

Fiscal year 1981
General fund . . . . . . .
Trust fund, . . . . . ...

Oil &
gas

100
—
—

100
—
—

100
—
—

—
100
—

Coal

40
15
45

30

Oil I Molyb-

-

shale ‘ denum

40 70
4 0  20
20 10

40 60
25 40 30
45 2 0  10

20 40 50
35 40 40

Other  –

metalIics I

40 I
1 5  
45

30
25
45

20
35 ,

45 20 I 1 0 45

—

 j - - -

— — —
100 100 100 100
— — —

— -L .  --

current (through the general fund) and future (through the trust fund) State programs
unrelated to coping with the socioeconomic impact of mineral development is in effect
a forced subsidization by mineral producers, and hence consumers across the Nation,
of a high level of State spending on behalf of its citizens into the indefinite future. The
mineral activity expands the economy and the traditional property, sales, and income
tax base of the State, thereby reducing the burden on the individual State citizen. Any
incremental socioeconomic burden can usually be handled through the incremental
property, sales, and income tax revenue. If those sources are insufficient, a mineral
severance tax to meet the deficiency is justified. But any mineral severance tax in ex-
cess of the amount required to meet a deficiency in the traditional sources of revenue,
generally applicable to all industries, is in essence a penalty or “double dip” imposed
on the very industry that is responsible for more jobs and income in the State. It is a tax
on consumers across the Nation to subsidize citizens in a particular State, a tax
unrelated to any adverse effects of mineral activity and imposed on wealth that would
never be produced if the minerals “lost”’ by mining were instead left forever in the
ground,

The Colorado mineral severance tax revenues allocated to the local government
fund are distributed to the counties and municipalities affected by mineral develop-
ment in two different ways. Fifteen percent of the local government fund, or 1.5 to 6.75
percent (depending on the mineral) of total severence tax revenues for minerals other
than oil and gas, are automatically distributed to the counties and municipalities in
proportion to the number of employees of each mine or related oil shale facility who
reside in each county’s unincorporated area or in each municipality. Thus, dollars are
appropriately distributed to the local units of government that bear the burden of the
(mine-related only) population influx rather than those that happen to contain the
mine. The remaining 85 percent of the local government fund, or 8.5 to 38.25 percent
(depending on the mineral) of total non-oil-and-gas severance tax revenues, is dis-
tributed at the discretion of the executive director of the Department of Local Affairs
to those local units socioeconomically impacted by mineral and related energy develop-
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ment, to be used by them for the planning, construction, and maintenance of public
facilities and the provision of public services. The executive director receives advice
from an energy impact assistance advisory committee which, among other things,
makes recommendations on the extent of local tax resources available to each local
unit of government and the extent of tax effort made by each local unit in solving im-
pact problems.

Montana allocates even less of its severance tax revenues to local impact assist-
ance. The allocation of revenues from the coal severance tax is shown in table 6.3. Ar-
ticle IX, section 5 of the Montana Constitution, which became effective in 1977, re-
quires that at least 25 percent (50 percent after 1979) of all coal severance tax reve-
nues be placed in a trust fund, the principal of which “shall forever remain inviolate
unless appropriated by a vote of three-fourths of the members of each house of the leg-
islature. ” The income from the trust fund may be appropriated by the legislature for
any purpose. The county where the coal is mined automatically receives 1.5 percent
(none after 1979) of the coal severance tax revenues, Another 9,75 percent (none after
1979) is allocated for reconstruction of primary and secondary highways adversely af-
fected by coal development (Federal matching funds will provide three-fourths of the
sums required for road reconstruction). The minimum 7.225 percent (10 percent after
1979) allocated to the education trust fund is absolutely inviolate under the Montana
Constitution, except that income from the fund can be used to support the State’s
public schools and university system. The 7.5 percent (5 percent after 1979) allocated
to the school equalization fund might benefit some affected school districts. The max-
imum 12,65 percent (8.75 percent after 1979) allocated for 1ocal impact assistance is
distributed to local units of government at the discretion of the Coal Board, which must
consider the degree of effort by local units to deal with impact problems and must
distribute at least one-half of the grants to local units experiencing a population
growth of at least 10 percent during any three years since 1972. The Coal Board re-
quires an applicant to show that Federal funds were sought prior to requesting State
funds. Unused impact funds are dedicated to the education trust fund. ’

Montana’s separate resource indemnity trust tax, a severance tax applicable to
all minerals, is used to fund a resource indemnity trust fund. The income from fund in-
vestments, plus the tax receipts themselves once the fund reaches $100 million, is used
to “improve the total environment and rectify damage thereto, ” Proceeds from another
tax, on sales of electrical energy produced in the State, are placed in the general
fund. 136

Montana has addressed the front-end money problem by authorizing counties that
will be substantially and adversely affected by the construction or operation of a ma-
jor new industrial (including mining) facility to require prepayment, as needed, of
three times the estimated property tax due the year the facility is completed. One-fifth
of the amount prepaid can be credited against property taxes due in each of the first 5
years of the facility’s operation. Voluntary prepayment of taxes for other new mineral-
related facilities is encouraged by the provision for reduction of assessed valuation
from 30 to 7 percent for the first 3 years of operation if the facility will not create an
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Table 6.3.—Allocation of Montana Coal Severance Tax Revenue
(percent)

Fund

Natural heritage trust fund . . . . . . .
School equalization. . . . . . . . .
Local Impact and education trust . . . . . . .

Minimum to education trust. . . . . . . . . . . .
Maximum to local Impact ., . . . . . . . . . . . .

Coal area highway improvement . . . . .
C o u n t y  w h e r e  c o a l  I S  m i n e d
General county land planning .
A l t e r n a t i v e  e n e r g y  r e s e a r c h  .
R e n e w a b l e  r e s o u r c e  d e v e l o p m e n t ,
P a r k s ,  h i s t o r i c a l  &  c u l t u r a l  s i t e s  . . .
General fund. ., ... ., . . .

T o t a l  

1977-79

25.0
7.5

19.875
7.225

12.65
9.75
1.5
0.75
1.875
1.875
1,875

30.0

100,0

1980 and
thereafter —

50.0
5.0

18.75
10.0
8.75
—

0.5
2.5
1.25
2.5

19.5

‘1 00.0

satisfy tax requirements caused by the location and construction of the facility during
the construction period. 137

North Dakota distributes its coal severance tax revenue in the same general man-
ner as Colorado and Montana. Twenty percent is allocated automatically to the county
in which the coal was produced. Another 35 percent is allocated to a special fund for
discretionary distribution by the coal development impact office to local units of
government affected by coal development. Fifteen percent is allocated to a trust fund,
income from which is deposited in the State’s general fund. Loans, but not grants, can
be made to impacted local units from the trust fund. The remaining 30 percent is
deposited directly in the general fund. The State also allocates 35 percent of the
revenue from a coal conversion privilege (franchise or license) tax to each county con-
taining coal conversion facilities. Each county receiving automatic allocations of
severance tax or conversion privilege tax revenues must distribute 30 percent of all
such revenues to county school districts in proportion to their attendance, 40 percent
to the county general fund, and 30 percent to the incorporated cities in the county in
proportion to their population. 138

Wyoming has a three-tiered severance tax, according to which a) all mineral pro-
duction is taxed at 2 percent of gross value, b] fossil fuel minerals (coal, oil, gas, oil
shale, tar sands) and trona are taxed an additional 2 percent, and c) coal is taxed yet
another 2 percent (the tax was phased in over a 5-year period from 1974 to 1978) until
total revenues collected under this third tax reach $120 million, at which point the tax
terminates. The revenue from the first tax is deposited in the State’s general fund. The
revenue from the second tax is deposited in a Permanent Mineral Trust Fund, income
from which is deposited in the general fund. The legislature may provide for loans from
the fund to local units of government, and use of one-fourth of the fund for such pur-
pose has been authorized (see the next paragraph). The revenue from the third tax is
allocated to a special account for discretionary distribution by the Farm Loan Board,
through direct grants or pledges of security, to local units of government directly or in-
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directly affected by the production of coal, to assist in financing public water, sewer,
highway, road, or street projects, At least 60 percent of the revenue must be used to
finance highway, road, or street projects. Local units will not receive assistance for
any project unless they show that the project is necessary, that all available sources of
local revenue have been or will be fully utilized, and that local revenues are insuffi-
cient. 139

Wyoming also established a Community Development Authority, which was au-
thorized to issue up to $100 million in State bonds. The proceeds were to be used to
make loans to local units of government to cover the front-end costs of acutely needed
public facilities that could not be provided for through conventional planning or finan-
cial sources. Bonds were to be repaid out of the revenues and receipts derived from the
facilities, other sources of local revenue, or from a special reserve fund that could be
established using one-fourth of the 2-percent severance tax on fossil fuel minerals and
trona. The Community Development Authority was also authorized to provide assist-
ance to the private sector housing market in areas impacted by mineral development
by making loans—when private financial resources were inadequate to furnish hous-
ing needed in such areas— to mortgage lenders, under certain restrictions on the use
of such loans and limitations on interest rates that could be charged.140  Recently, how-
ever, the Wyoming court ruled that the Community Development Authority provisions
are invalid under the Wyoming constitution.

Wyoming has adopted a number of other measures to increase local revenues
(e.g., the local share of the sales tax was increased from one-sixth to one-third) and to
provide for distribution of local revenues to those local units that need them. Promi-
nent examples of laws enacted to deal with the distribution problem are the Joint
Powers and Joint Facilities of Governments Acts, which allow local units of govern-
ment—counties, cities, school districts, and other special districts—to pool their
revenues to construct and operate public facilities. Thus, a county, which gets the
property tax revenue from mineral projects, may now be expected by the majority of
its voters (who reside in its cities) to share its wealth with the cities, which bear the
burden of the population influx.141

In sum, State and local sources of mineral-related revenue seem more than ade-
quate to cope with the environmental and socioeconomic impact of mineral develop-
ment on Federal and non-Federal (onshore) land. Furthermore, as the preceding dis-
cussion indicates, the problems of distribution and timing flow mainly from restrictions
and divisions of responsibility imposed by State law and, therefore, are most appropri-
ately handled by the States themselves rather than through Federal intervention. 142

3. Magnitude and Disposition of Federal Revenues Received Under the Onshore
Mineral Disposal Laws and Related Federal Laws
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billion in revenue had been generated under the Act between 1920 and the end of FY
1976, ’43 even though, as is discussed in chapter 4, rentals and royalties were kept at
low or minimum levels for most of this period.

Until late in 1976, the Act required that 37.5 percent of all revenues (sales,
bonuses, rentals, and royalties) received under the Act be returned to the respective
States in which the revenue was generated to be used as each State legislature might
direct “for the construction and maintenance of public roads or for the support of
public schools or other public educational institutions. ’’14’ The intent behind this re-
quirement was to help the States with the increased demand for and burden on public
roads and schools resulting from mineral activity under Federal leases.

From 1920 to June 30, 1976, over $1.3 billion of public domain mineral leasing
revenues were distributed to the Western States for road and school purposes. Seven
States received in the aggregate almost 97 percent of the distributed revenue, or over
$50 million each: Alaska ($124 million), California ($118 million], Colorado ($184 mil-
lion), Montana ($61 million), New Mexico ($278 million), Utah ($82 million), and Wyo-
ming ($443 million). Each of the seven States received over $1 million in FY 1976: Alas-
ka ($2 million), California ($7 million), Colorado ($34 million), Montana ($5 million),
New Mexico ($28 million), Utah [$6 million), and Wyoming ($38 million).”s

Another 52.5 percent of the public domain mineral leasing revenues was dedi-
cated to construction of irrigation projects to reclaim arid or semiarid western land
and render it cultivable under the Reclamation Act of 1902.

Altogether, 90 percent of the public domain mineral leasing revenues was re-
turned directly or indirectly to the Western States. The remaining 10 percent was de-
posited in the Treasury of the United States as part of the general fund.

Late in 1976 the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 was amended by increasing the
States’ direct share of the revenues from 37.5 to 50 percent and decreasing the share
dedicated to the reclamation (irrigation project) fund from 52.5 to 40 percent. (Both
before and after the amendment, Alaska received directly 90 percent of the revenues
generated in Alaska, since the Reclamation Act does not apply to Alaska. ) The Federal
Government still retains only 10 percent of the revenue.146

In addition, Congress, recognizing that the socioeconomic impacts of mineral ac-
tivity today are not limited to impacts on roads and schools, broadened the permissible
use of each State’s direct 50-percent share to include “[i) planning, (ii) construction
and maintenance of public facilities, and (iii) provision of public service” by the State
and its subdivisions, “as the legislature of the State may direct giving priority to those
subdivisions of the State socially or economically impacted by development of minerals
leased under this Act. ” Alaska is not restricted in the use of its 90-percent share. ’47

Congress also made mineral revenues received under the Geothermal Steam Act
of 1970 subject to the same 50-40-10 (90-10 in Alaska) distribution formula, including
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the same restrictions on use and the same directions on priority of distribution. How-
ever, apparently due to a drafting error, the priority of distribution does not extend to
areas impacted by geothermal steam development, as the priority applies only to areas
“impacted by development of minerals leased under this [1920 Mineral Leasing]
Act. “148

Finally, Congress addressed the front-end money problem—the problem of obtain-
ing funds needed to construct, expand, or improve public facilities or services prior to
the time mineral-related revenues are received—by authorizing the Secretary of the
Interior to “make loans to States and their political subdivisions in order to relieve
social or economic impacts occasioned by the development of minerals leased in such
States pursuant to the [Mineral Leasing Act of 1920]. ”149’ (Note again the probably in-
advertent omission of impacts occasioned by the development of geothermal steam
under the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970. ) The loans, which bear a maximum interest
rate of 3 percent, cannot exceed the anticipated Federal mineral revenues (under the
Mineral Leasing Act of 1920) to be received during any prospective 10-year period by
the loan recipient (loans to Alaska cannot exceed 55 percent of anticipated Federal
mineral revenues), must be confined to the uses specified for such Federal mineral
revenues (planning, construction, and maintenance of public facilities, and provision
of public services), and must be repaid from such Federal mineral revenues to be re-
ceived by the loan recipient, The Secretary must, after consultation with the Gover-
nors of the affected States, “allocate such loans among the States and their subdivi-
sions in a fair and equitable manner, giving priority to those States and subdivisions
suffering the most severe impacts, ” All loans shall be subject to such terms and condi-
tions as the Secretary determines necessary to assure that the purposes of the loan
program will be achieved.

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 applies only to public domain land. The Geother-
mal Steam Act of 1970 applies to public domain and acquired land. 150 More than 92
percent of the Federal onshore land is public domain land, 151 and the Mineral Leasing
Act of 1920 and the Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 account for over 90 percent of Fed-
eral onshore mineral revenues. 152
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Common-variety minerals such as sand and gravel are sold under the Surface Re-
sources Act of 1955, which provides that all receipts from such sales shall be distrib-
uted in the same manner as receipts from the sale of public lands, except that receipts
from sales on national forest and other lands administered by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture shall be distributed in the same manner as other receipts from such lands. ’5’ The
distribution of receipts from national forest land was discussed in the preceding
paragraph. Generally, 5 percent of the net proceeds from the sale of public land are re-
turned to the State in which the land is located “for the purpose of education or of mak-
ing public roads and improvements.’’157 Total revenues from common-variety mineral
sales on public land were just under $11 million in 1976, with almost $10 million accru-
ing from sales in Alaska, 158

The only Federal revenue received under the Mining Law of 1872 is the nominal
$2.50 or $5 per acre charged for a patent, which would amount to a maximum revenue
of just under $20,000 for the 3,881 acres patented in 1976. ]59 Presumably, the States
receive 5 percent of this revenue because it results from a “sale” of public land.

Almost all of the revenues collected under the Federal onshore mining and miner-
al leasing laws have been revenues from oil and gas leasing. For example, in FY 1976
oil and gas leases accounted for more than 88 percent of total Federal onshore mineral
revenues. 160  In the future, revenues from other minerals, especially coal, will be much
more significant in terms of absolute size and relative importance than they have been
in the past, for two reasons. First, as is discussed in chapter 4, bonuses and royalties
for minerals other than oil and gas have been set at very low levels in the past—usu-
ally only a few cents per ton compared to the minimum 12.5 percent of value required
for oil and gas—but are currently being raised to much higher levels. The Federal Coal
Leasing Amendments Act of 1976 requires a minimum royalty of 12.5 percent of value
for all surface-mined coal produced under Federal coal leases issued after August
1976. 161 Second, oil and gas production from onshore Federal land, excepting Alaska, is
probably past its peak, while large resources of the other minerals have yet to be
tapped. 162 

In addition to the States’ direct and indirect shares in Federal onshore mineral
revenues, Federal funds are allocated to the States and their subdivisions through the
Payment in Lieu of Taxes Act of 1976 and the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977.

The Payments in Lieu of Taxes Act of 1976 is intended to compensate units of local
government for the loss in property tax revenue resulting from the tax immunity en-
joyed by Federal land. ’b’ The Act provides for an annual payment to each unit of local
government that contains Federal land (a) which is in the National Park System or the
National Forest System or is administered by BLM, (b) which is part of a water re-
source development project of the Bureau of Reclamation or the Army Corps of Engi-
neers, or (c) which is part of a dredge disposal area under the jurisdiction of the Army
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Corps of Engineers, Such land is called entitlement land, and it includes almost 92 per-
cent of all Federal onshore land. 164

Each local unit of government must be paid $0,75 for each acre of entitlement land
located within its boundaries (subject to a sliding-scale maximum payment based on
the unit’s population, ranging from $50 per person for any unit with a population of
5,000 or less to $1 million for a unit with a population of 50,000 or more), less any pay-
ments received by the unit during the preceding year under the Mineral Leasing Act of
1920, the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands of 1947, the Surface Resources Act
of 1955 (common-variety minerals), or certain acts providing for distribution of na-
tional forest, grazing, and powersite receipts, The per-acre payment cannot be re-
duced below $0.10 per acre, but no payment can be made to a unit of government if the
total payment that would be due would be less than $100. Where entitlement land is
located in two local units concurrently—for example, a town and a county—the pay-
ment for that land must go to the geographically smaller unit. The payments may be
used for any governmental purpose.

Because the per-acre payments are made directly to the local units of government,
they provide an assured source of revenue on which those local units can depend for
financing of public facilities and services required as a result of activity on nearby
Federal land (although such activity, if private, is itself taxable by the local units—see
section C). To assure a stable source of revenue, Congress provided for deductions
from the per-acre payments only for Federal mineral (and certain other) revenues ac-
tually received by the local units, since it recognized that the 50-percent share of Fed-
eral mineral revenues returned to the State governments, although meant to be used to
relieve local socioeconomic burdens caused by Federal mineral development, is rarely
devoted to that purpose. l65 Unfortunately, however, the limitation on deductions fur-
ther encourages the States to withhold Federal mineral revenues from the local units.
Federal mineral revenues that are not withheld by a State are deducted from the per-
acre payments to the local units and hence are unnecessarily lost to the State, whereas
the withholding of Federal mineral revenues does not hurt the local units as long as the
sums withheld amount to less than the equivalent of $0.65 (the $0.75 maximum minus
the $0.10 minimum) for each acre of Federal land in each local unit. The local units will
simply receive those sums from the Federal Government as a payment in lieu of taxes
instead of receiving them from the State government.

Projected total annual payments under the Payments in Lieu of Taxes Act exceed
$100 million. The biggest gainers would be the 11 contiguous Western States and Alas-
ka, which would each receive over $3 million annually: Alaska ($5 million), Arizona ($9
million), California ($11 million), Colorado ($11 million), Idaho ($9 million), Montana ($9
million), Nevada ($6 million), New Mexico ($1 1 million), Oregon ($5 million), Utah ($7
million), Washington ($4 million), and Wyoming ($5 million).166

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 provides for annual
grants to any State to help it develop, administer, and enforce its statewide reclama-
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tion program for Federal and non-Federal land disturbed by coal mining. The grants
may cover up to 80 percent of a State’s total costs during the first year, 60 percent dur-
ing the second year, and 50 percent each year thereafter. Moreover, the State may
receive a grant for 100 percent of the funds that would have been spent by the Federal
Government in administering Federal reclamation requirements on Federal land (in-
cluding land containing reserved Federal mineral interests) if the State elects to en-
force such requirements itself.167

The Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act also provides for Federal and
State abandoned mine reclamation funds, consisting primarily of revenue derived from
a reclamation fee of $0.35 per ton of surface-mined coal and $0.15 per ton of under-
ground-mined coal, or 10 percent of the gross value of the coal, whichever is less, ex-
cept for lignite coal, for which a fee of $0.10 per ton, or 2 percent of the value, is im-
posed. 168 The fee is imposed on all coal mined in the United States, and it was projected
at the time the fee was enacted that it would yield approximately $250 million per
year. 169

Fifty percent of the reclamation fees collected annually in any State must be allo-
cated to that State’s abandoned mine reclamation fund. The State fund must be used to
reclaim land mined for coal and abandoned or otherwise left in an inadequate rec-
lamation status prior to 1977; but if all such land in a State has been reclaimed, the
State may use its 50-percent share of the reclamation fees for construction of specific
public facilities in communities impacted by coal development if the State certifies,
and the Secretary of the Interior agrees, that there is a need for such facilities and
that impact funds available under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 or the Payments in
Lieu of Taxes Act are inadequate for such construction, ]70 Any funds not expended
within 3 years are transferred to the general fund of the U.S. Treasury.

Since the Western States until recently have had very little coal mining, they have
few abandoned, unreclaimed coal mines. They will therefore almost immediately be
able to use their 50-percent share of the Federal reclamation fee (which is in addition
to any State-imposed reclamation fee) for construction of public facilities needed in
communities impacted by coal development. After establishing the need for specific fa-
cilities, they are entitled to use the funds to construct such facilities merely by showing
that the impact funds available under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 or the Payments
in Lieu of Taxes Act are inadequate for such construction, They need not show that
funds derived from State and local property, income, sales, license, and severance
taxes also are inadequate. They need not show that front-end loans against future Fed-
eral mineral revenues are inadequate (such loans, although tied to Leasing Act reve-
nues, are authorized by the Federal Land Policy and Management Act rather than the
Leasing Act itself). They may not even have to show that total revenues received under
the Leasing Act and the Payment in Lieu of Taxes Act are inadequate; it may suffice to
show that the portion of such total revenues allocated by a State for impact assistance
is inadequate. As is discussed more fully below, the States generally allocate little if
any of their share of Federal mineral revenues to local impact assistance.
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Finally, the mineral-producing States receive general Federal revenue-sharing
funds as well as grants or loans under specific Federal assistance programs for con-
struction of transportation, health, pollution control, housing, recreational, and other
facilities and for provision of services required by Federal projects. 171

The increased bonuses and royalties for leasable Federal minerals, coupled with
the increase (from 37.5 to 50 percent) in the producing States’ direct share of the
revenue collected by the Federal Government, will result in substantially increased
revenue for States such as Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Utah, and
Wyoming, which are experiencing or expecting dramatic increases in Federal mineral
production. Even before the increases in royalties and the States’ share, each of these
States except North Dakota received $5 to $38 million of Federal mineral revenue in
FY 1976. ’72 These same States plus other Western States will also continue to benefit
from Federal irrigation projects funded by another 40 percent of the Federal mineral
revenues (Alaska receives the 40 percent directly since it does not benefit from the
Reclamation Act).

The national government will receive only 10 percent of the Federal mineral reve-
nues, Citizens of the non-Western States will not likely benefit even from this 10 per-
cent, because it is probably equivalent to or less than the costs of administering the
Federal mineral leasing laws. Moreover, the Federal land management agencies them-
selves will not benefit directly from the 10 percent retained by the Federal Govern-
ment, since that 10 percent is deposited as miscellaneous receipts in the general fund
of the U.S. Treasury. Funds for administering the Federal mineral laws are independ-
ently allocated by Congress, and those funds in the past have been grossly inadequate
to provide the staff and services required for effective administration of the laws. 173

The primary goal of payment requirements under the Federal mineral laws should
be assurance of efficient and equitable mineral and nonmineral resource use and man-
agement. ]” Yet almost no payments are required to be made for damage to or loss of
nonmineral resources owned by the Federal Government, 175 and none of the revenues
received from mineral value payments are used to compensate for such damage or
loss. This leads not only to underpricing and hence inefficient use of Federal mineral
and nonmineral resources, but also to an understandable inclination on the part of
Federal surface management agencies to prohibit or discourage mineral activities. 176

The 40 percent of mineral revenues dedicated to construction of irrigation proj-
ects in the Western States under the Reclamation Act of 1902 does not assure efficient
and equitable resource use and management on Federal land, but rather constitutes a
subsidy of farming interests in the Western States by the general public, which owns
the Federal mineral resources.
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The 50 percent (90 percent in Alaska) of mineral revenues returned directly to the
mineral-producting States would promote efficient and equitable resource use if those
funds were necessary and actually used to prevent or reduce the adverse socioeco-
nomic impacts of mineral activity on Federal land. But, as was discussed in subsection
2, the States can obtain, and most of the major mineral-producing States do obtain,
more than adequate revenue to cope with such impacts through State and local miner-
al-related taxes. The States do not need the Federal revenues to cope with such im-
pacts. If they actually use the Federal revenues for impact purposes, State mineral
revenue that otherwise would or could have been used for such purposes are freed for
general State spending programs. Thus, either way, the general public through the
Federal Government ends up subsidizing State spending programs unrelated to coping
with the socioeconomic impacts of developing Federal minerals.

Moreover, the States rarely use the Federal mineral revenues to assist the local
units of government, which bear almost all the socioeconomic impact. Congress itself,
as noted above, recognized this fact when it passed the Payments in Lieu of Taxes Act,
although ironically this Act even further discourages State disbursements of Federal
mineral revenues to local units by providing for deduction of such disbursements from
the per-acre payments under the Act to the local units. 177

Colorado probably has had some of the most generous provisions for distributing
its share of Federal mineral revenues to impacted local units of government, yet even
the Colorado provisions allocate only a small portion of the Federal mineral revenues
to such units. Before 1977, two-thirds of the State’s share of Federal mineral revenues
other than revenues from oil shale leasing were returned directly to the county from
which the revenues were derived, but no single county could receive more than
$200,000 per year. In 1977, the direct allocation to the producing counties was re-
duced to 50 percent of the State’s share (excluding oil shale revenues), subject to the
same $200,000-per-year limitation. ’7” Because of the $200,000 limitation, some major
producing counties receive much less than 50 percent of the State’s share of Federal
mineral revenues derived from production within their boundaries. For example, Col-
orado received $11,845,528 and $1,204,109 as its share of Federal mineral revenues
attributable to Rio Blanco and Moffat counties, respectively, in 1977,179 but each coun-
ty received only $200,000, or less than 2 percent and 17 percent, respectively.
Although no other counties reached the $200,000 limitation, the State in the aggregate
allocated only 12.5 percent of its $15,823,766 share of non-oil shale Federal mineral
revenues to the counties.

The balance of the counties’ 50-percent share in excess of the $200,000 per-coun-
ty-limitation, plus another 25 percent of the State’s non-oil shale Federal mineral reve-
nue, is paid into the State’s public school fund to be used for the support of public
schools throughout the State. Fifteen percent of the State’s non-oil shale Federal
mineral revenue is allocated to the local government mineral impact fund for discre-
tionary distribution by the executive director of the Department of Local Affairs. The
executive director receives advice from an energy impact assistance advisory commit-
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tee which, among other things, makes recommendations on the problems and needs of
local units, the extent of local tax resources available to each local unit, and the extent
of tax effort made by each local unit in solving impact problems. Priority in the
distribution of sums allocated to the public school fund and the local government min-
eral impact fund is supposed to be given to those public schools and local units socio-
economically impacted by the development, processing, or energy conversion of min-
erals leased under the Federal Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. The remaining 10 percent
of the State’s non-oil shale Federal mineral revenues is allocated to the Colorado water
conservation board construction fund. 180

Colorado’s share of the Federal oil shale leasing revenues is deposited in a special
fund controlled by the general assembly (State legislature). The legislature has stated
that it will make appropriations from the fund to State agencies, school districts, and
other local units affected by development and production of energy resources from oil
shale lands, primarily for use by such entities in planning for and providing facilities
and services necessitated by such development and production and secondarily for
other State purposes,]”’ As of August 1977, Colorado had received approximately $74
mill ion in Federal oil shale leasing revenues, of which about $14 million had been
granted or loaned to local units impacted by energy development on the western slope
of the Rocky Mountains. 182

Other States have not allocated any of their share of Federal mineral leasing reve-
nues for impact assistance.

The Coastal States do not receive any portion of the Federal offshore mineral leas-
ing revenues, even though these States can only tax the onshore facilities related to off-
shore production, not the offshore mineral facilities or the offshore mineral production
itself, and yet bear the burden of population influxes caused by the construction and
operation of such offshore facilities. Paradoxically, the Coastal and Inland States
receive directly 50 percent (90 percent for Alaska) of the Federal onshore mineral leas-
ing revenues, and indirectly through the reclamation fund another 40 percent, even
though they can full tax the onshore mineral facilities and production and receive
more than adequate revenue from such taxes to pay for the socioeconomic impact of
the mineral activitv.

The distribution of Federal onshore mineral revenues raises serious equity issues,
as only the Western States benefit from it although the Federal minerals are a national
resource. The distribution is made without any showing of need (such a showing is ex-
tremely unlikely given the States’ distribution of their own and the Federal mineral
revenues) and at the expense of the Federal land management agencies and citizens of
other States.

The inequity is compounded by the provision in the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act that allows the Western States to use funds, collected for the purpose
of reclaiming abandoned coal mines, to construct public facilities needed in communi-
ties impacted by coal development. The States are not required to show that funds de-
rived from State mineral-related taxes are inadequate to finance such facilities. They
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may not even be required to show that Federal funds they received but did not allocate
for impact purposes under the Federal Mineral Leasing and Payments in Lieu of Taxes
Acts are inadequate to finance such facilities.’” Thus, the Western States may appro-
priate abandoned mine reclamation funds, at the expense of other States scarred by
abandoned, unreclaimed mines, and use such funds instead of State mineral revenues
that otherwise would have been needed to construct the facilities, thereby freeing the
State revenues for general State spending programs. Once again, Federal revenues
are subsidizing the Western States’ general budgets.

Yet, the Western States continue to seek additional sources of Federal funding to
cope with the socioeconomic impact of mineral activities, even while refusing to com-
mit more of their own mineral-related revenues to that purpose.184

In sum, the Federal Government is less careful with its money than the Western
States themselves, which, as has been discussed, automatically allocate very little of
their (State or Federal) mineral revenues to impacted areas, but rather require such
areas to show they have used all available local and Federal revenues before any dis-
cretionary State assistance is provided.

F. Summary and Options

This section summarizes the material discussed in the previous sections of this
chapter by presenting three major options for consideration. The options are pre-
sented in ascending degree of the amount and character of change involved when com-
pared with the existing systems— no changes at all, moderate adjustments to the ex-
isting systems, and major adjustments. The options, other than the ‘‘no change’ option,
are presented in skeletal form in table 1 at the end of the executive summary. In each
option, an attempt is made to address questions of efficiency and equity arising from
the current distribution of administrative responsibilities and mineral-related
revenues,

Option 1. The Existing Systems (“No Change” Option)

The institutional setting of Federal onshore mineral
the division of authority horizontally among the Federal

land management—that is,
agencies and vertically be-
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such as the Forest Service and the Fish and Wildlife Service. Furthermore, the mineral
leasing function entrusted to the Department of the Interior has itself been split into
mineral (economic and engineering) aspects and nonmineral (surface impacts) aspects,
with responsibility for mineral aspects given to USGS and responsibility for nonminer-
al aspects given to BLM. The new office of Surface Mining has a significant role in
both the mineral and nonmineral aspects of coal mining operations. BLM is solely re-
sponsible for the mineral aspects of Mining Law activities, but it shares responsibility
with some surface management agencies for the nonmineral aspects.

Because minerals are bound up in the land, mineral resource management invari-
ably affects nonmineral resource management and nonmineral resource management
often affects mineral resource management. During the era of extensive land disposal,
these interrelationships were not of serious concern to most people, Given the current
policy of retention and multiple-use management of Federal land, however, the formal
separation of mineral resource management from nonmineral resource management
and the formal distinction between “economic” (mineral-related) and “multiple-use”
(nonmineral-related) aspects of mineral management itself quickly break down in
practice, causing substantial coordination problems and preventing integrated
management of Federal land resources.

These problems have been perceived by USGS and BLM, which have moved to
joint responsibility for many aspects of mineral leasing on land under BLM’s jurisdic-
tion, despite the formally mandated separation of functions, However, in the creation
of the Department of Energy by a new administration, the artificial distinction between
‘‘economic” and “multiple-use land management” aspects of fuel mineral leasing was
incorporated in the Department of Energy Organization Act, which transferred the
“economic” aspects from the Department of the Interior to the Department of Energy.
Now, two separate departments, rather than two agencies in the same department,
must contend with this distinction and its adverse consequences for integrated land
management.

Some recognition of the intimate connection between mineral resource manage-
ment and overall land management has been provided by the requirement, in all recent
mineral leasing laws, that mineral leases may be issued only with the consent of the
surface management agency, and subject to such conditions as it may include to en-
sure adequate utilization of the land for the purposes for which it was acquired or is
being administered. But this requirement as yet applies to only a few minerals and a
few land categories, (Although there is no such formal requirement for land under
BLM’s jurisdiction, the same effect is achieved, because BLM is the mineral leasing
agent for all Federal land as well as surface manager for its own land. )

The surface management agencies generally are not given any legal role in super-
vising compliance with surface use restrictions applied to mineral activities, although
they have the expertise and are best located to enforce such restrictions, (The prin-
cipal exception is the Forest Service’s enforcement of surface use restrictions applied
to mineral activities under the Mining Law in the national forests. ) Enforcement is
rather the responsibility of USGS (except for surface impacts of coal mining opera-
tions, which are the responsibility of the Office of Surface Mining), which has a
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mineral-related expertise and mission, and often has neither an office near nor
familiarity with the area under lease.

Along the vertical dimension of the institutional framework, the coordination
problems are even more complex. Mineral activities on Federal land can have substan-
tial effects on local and State economies and ways of life, which under our Federal
system of government are the primary concern and responsibility of local and State
governments.

Generally, the existing mineral laws strike a reasonable balance between Federal
and State regulatory jurisdiction over private mineral activities on Federal land. The
laws explicitly or implicitly allow the States to impose more stringent restrictions than
those imposed by the Federal Government, as long as the State restrictions do not con-
flict with the Federal ones and do not disrupt Federal land management.

There are, however, some problems with respect to State regulation of mineral ac-
tivities on Federal land. The most obvious are the anachronistic provisions in the Min-
ing Law for a) State specification of procedures for locating and maintaining claims
and b) State insertion of development conditions in patents. Less obvious, but poten-
tially troublesome, are the provisions in the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977 that a) allow private owners of the surface overlying Federal coal to veto
surface mining of such coal (and hence extract the value of the federally owned coal as
well as the value of the privately owned surface as the price for not exercising the
veto) and b) allow the States to take over enforcement of Federal reclamation stand-
ards on Federal land (even though many State enforcement programs are under-
funded, understaffed, and vulnerable to conflicts of interest).

More serious issues are raised by State taxation of mineral activities on Federal
land and by the distribution of Federal revenues generated under the mineral laws.

State severance taxes and other mineral-related taxes based on the gross amount
or value of production are in effect gross royalties and can have the adverse an-
ticonservation effects on mineral and nonmineral resources associated with gross
royalties. The tax levels in some States are so high that they may prevent mining of
some Federal mineral deposits and may cause mining of only the high-grade portions of
other deposits. They also may inflate the prices paid by consumers and reduce Federal
mineral revenue.

None of the Federal revenues generated under the mineral laws are retained by
the Federal agencies administering the laws to pay for the costs of such administra-
tion, which is often substantially underfunded. None of the revenues are turned over to
the surface management agencies to be used to repair damage to surface resources or
to replace resources lost as a result of mineral activities. Only 10 percent of the reve-
nues is retained by the Federal Government to be deposited in the general fund of the
Treasury. The remaining 90 percent is channeled by law to the Western States, either
directly through payments to the States themselves or indirectly through the Reclama-
tion Fund to subsidize irrigation projects.

The Federal mineral revenues, and additional Federal funds derived from fees im-
posed on surface coal miners by the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act, are
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turned over to the Western States to enable them to cope with the adverse socioeco-
nomic impacts of mineral activities on Federal land, But the funds are made available
without any showing of need, and, in fact, the major mineral-producing States receive
more than adequate revenue from State mineral-related taxes to cope with adverse
socioeconomic impacts. (Generally, the problem is not insufficient State revenue, but
rather ensuring that such revenue reaches the local unit of government that needs it,
in a timely manner. ) The Federal revenues thus subsidize the general budgets of these
few States at the expense of citizens across the Nation.

Option 2. Moderate Adjustments to the Existing Systems

Horizontal coordination among Federal agencies could be improved by extending
the requirement of consent by the surface management agency to the issuance of a
mineral lease from the few situations in which it now applies to all mineral leases (and
to mining claims if access under the Mining Law is also made discretionary] and by giv-
ing the surface management agency joint or sole responsibility for enforcing the sur-
face use restrictions on a mining claim or mineral lease.

Vertical coordination between the Federal and State levels of government could
be improved by eliminating State authority under the Mining Law to specify pro-
cedures for locating and maintaining claims and to insert development conditions in
patents, by requiring Federal surface management agencies to perform “backup” in-
spections of reclamation of surface-mined Federal coal land when the State has taken
over responsibility for enforcement of reclamation, and by encouraging Federal and
State efforts to develop coordinated planning and permitting procedures.

In addition, rentals or other payments by mineral explorers or producers designed
to compensate for damage to or loss of nonmineral values could be turned over to the
Federal surface management agency rather than to the State, with a stipulation that
such payments be used to restore or replace the damaged or lost nonmineral values.
The 10 percent of the Federal mineral revenues now placed in the Federal general
fund, or such smaller or larger percentage as seems appropriate, could be retained in-
stead by the agency or agencies responsible for administering the mineral laws, in
order to provide more adequate funding for such administration.

The remainder of the Federal mineral revenues could be allocated to the States af-
fected by mineral activities on Federal lands, but only to the extent needed to cope
with adverse socioeconomic impacts that cannot be handled by the States themselves
through their own mineral taxation systems, The balance of the revenues not allocated
to the Federal agencies or the States could be placed in the Federal general fund.

Option 3. Major Adjustments

At the Federal level, more integrated management of mineral and nonmineral re-
sources on Federal land could be promoted by revoking the recent transfer of certain
fuel mineral leasing functions from the Department of the Interior to the Department of
Energy, and by making each surface management agency fully responsible for admin-
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istration of the Federal mineral laws on land under its jurisdiction. The roles of USGS,
BLM (on land not under its jurisdiction), and the Department of Energy would be re-
duced to those of advisors and coordinators on issues within their expertise, unless a
surface management agency should ask them to take a more active role (for example,
agencies administering small, isolated tracts of land might want to have BLM admin-
ister the mineral laws on such land).

Finally, all grants of Federal mineral revenues to the producing States could be
abolished. States would have to use the revenues derived from their own mineral-tax-
ing powers to cope with the adverse socioeconomic impacts of mineral activities. Thus,
they would not be able to make the Federal minerals bear a disproportionate share of
the costs of coping with impacts caused by mineral activities on non-Federal as well as
on Federal lands, Federal loan programs could be adopted to provide funds needed for
planning and construction by impacted communities prior to receipt of the substantial
revenues anticipated from State taxes on mineral production.


